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5 . INITIAL FORECASTS OF THE EFFECTS OF BREEDER REACTORS

An outline of a strategy for future decisions is far removed from assessing

the results from using particular rules in the past. But the construction of a

first breeder reactor prototype is not so far removed into the future that initial

decisions on number and types of such plants -- and thus on the whole breeder

program -- can be avoided. The technology of the first fast breeder prototype,

at least insofar as core configuration and coolant are concerned, is being decided

now with the allocation of initial research funds among laboratories and experi-

ments to that end. These decisions have been based upon limited forecasts of the

final results of the research, and on standards associated with defense needs for

domestic uranium or with the preservation of stocks of this natural resource

wherever it might be located. They can be put into perspective by an initial

assessment of the effects from fast breeders, and compared with those from

application of the rules proposed in Chapter 3

.

The effects from any one of the research programs of interest will have to

be iound in the pattern of adoption of breeders by electricity generating

cor.panies. A successful project results in large numbers of breeder reactors

installed each year by private equipment manufacturing companies for the generating

companies. The effects are the economic gains from doing so -- the consumers'

surplus from these specific reactor types over and above the cost of their con-

struction and fuel during the plant lifetime.

rcQot/i/*

;
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Initial forecasts are based upon the information available in I967

for successful installation of capacity in the middle 1980's and thereafter.

The information on costs of capacity is scant. There are some estimates of

what reactors will sell for, which may or may not be implicit forecasts of

costs (given that prices may or may not be different from costs). In con-

trast, there is a great deal of expectational information on capacity to

produce --on equipment and fuel cycle performance over the lifetime of I985

design reactors. This information can be used to derive the production

functions M = f(K, F) where M is a measure of capacity to produce thermal

energy and K, F are capital and fuel inputs to make that capacity effective;

with various assumptions as to prices for K and F, the limits on production

as shown by this function determine the minimum costs for providing various

amounts of M. The procedure is first to find the production function, and

then use factor prices to define unit costs from the function.

Forecasts of the magnitude of demand for capacity are made a number

of ways. But the emphasis here is on finding a demand function M = f(P, Y)

where P describes various prices for capacity by reactor and boiler manufac-

turers and Y is a general variable relating to sizes of markets for electricity.

The data for finding the function are from additions to capacity in light

water reactors; assuming that the demand for breeders does not differ in

kind -- that the reticence shown in introducing light water reactors as re-

flected in its demand will reappear to the same degree when it comes time to

consider commercial fast breeder reactors -- then the relevant future values

of P, Y can be used to forecast future additions to capacity demand.
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The difference between demands for capacity and the costs of providing

them make up the economic gains from reactors. Some part of this difference

can be attributed to the introduction of new breeder reactors, as shown in

Figures 1 through 6 in the preceding chapters. Estimates are made of this

specific gain from the cost and demand functions, given that the pricing

policies of new firms follow the policies established earlier by the thermal

reactor manufacturers.

These are initial estimates and are only as reliable as this procedure

and the underlying data. Even with a priori arguments of first quality, the

estimates have no life expectancy beyond the date of arrival of new and dif-

ferent data. Then what follows is no more than a first impression of the

effects of breeders, and a demonstration of an economic analysis that could

be repeated as new evidence is developed.

The Production Functions of Fast Breeder Reactors

Reactors added to electric generating systems in the 1980's will be

governed by technical limits on output from various inputs that can be expressed

as "production functions" MW. = f(K,F) for thermal megawatts of capacity MW^

dependent on physical units of capital equipment K and on the inventory of

nuclear fuel F. The limits are set by the state of the art for any type of

reactor: a particiuar type, using materials with limited conductivity and

durability, is capable of delivering only so much thermal energy from atomic

fission to the turbine generator. Breeder reactors, as a new state of the

art, will have new and different production functions in the sense that new

combinations of capital and fuel will produce desired levels of capacity.
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If liquid metal, steam, and gas-cooled fast breeders are all developed, then

there will be three new and different production functions; it would then be

possible to obtain capacity from a relatively larger number of combinations

of capital and fuel.

Some of the additional combinations could be most interesting. One

could turn out to be the least cost combination: with input prices expected

to be p and p , amounts of capital and fuel {C and p produce MW. at least
K F t

total expenditure, and a particular breeder type might attain k, F for MW.

while the others did not. But capital and fuel prices are not known for cer-

tain. Another breeder might be the only type able to produce MW, for some

K, F combinations that could be least cost combinations but that do not in-

elude K , F (this would be the case if capital and fuel prices turn out to

be different from p , P ). If these conditions are realized, the breeder
K F

would add to the economy by reducing the cost of resources used to generate

electricity or by reducing the risk that these costs are going to be very

high.

In the 1960's, rather than the 1980's, these combinations can only be

investigated by predicting the I98O production functions. Prediction faces

the risk that excellent research results will reduce K for given F and MW,

,

and that research failures will result in higher values of K than called for

in present design studies. But predictions can be made from the highly de-

tailed engineering analyses of the I985 breeders which account for those

risks. The analyses — called "design studies" and descriptive of plant

operations as well as equipment — can be considered indicators of "central

tendency" for MW , K, and F for 198O plants even though both higher and lower
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values of K are possible because they serve to direct the research now taking

place. The design is the best present estimate of plant capability for given

amounts of K, F. Deviations frcm the estimate can be expected to decrease or

increase research costs^ as shown in the preceding chapter^ so as to adhere

to these results.

There is information throughout the current design studies for esti-

mating the parameters of the production functions. All functions seem to

be within the bounds of the general form

MW^^ F^ = aK^F^
t b

with MW the capacity or maximum sustainable output of thermal energy at

any time during reactor lifetime and F, the bred fuel output from capital K

and fuel F, subject to reductions or increases in magnitude as shown by the

factor a. This form is plausible because it implies that the marginal prod-

ucts of capital in either capacity (5MW /^K) or breeding (9F,/9K) depend

upon the amounts of the other input and of the other output (a pattern of

marginal products which has generally been observed to follow from -variatiorB

in output temperature and fuel rod design). Rewriting the relation so that

MW, ^ aK^/S f(^"«)/^ = aK^' F^'

-- treating bred fuel as equivalent to input fuel -- then information is re-

quired for estimating ^' and \|i-' for the different types of breeder reactors.

The more useful data come from engineering studies of performance at

various coolant temperatures and pressures. These show the tradeoffs of fuel
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for capital in the design or '^kJ ^"P for a given reactor size MW . But

differentiating K with respect to F in the general form of the production

function results in:

(1) '3k/9f= -r\I^'\

Information is obtained as well from separate engineering studies — or

chapters in the designs of the 1985 systems -- on the capital and fuel require-

ments for various sizes of a type of reactor. The studies of scale produce

values Kj^, F^ for MW^ and K^, Fg for MWp for two sizes MW, and MWp of any re-

actor. These values can be inserted in the production function definition

--so that MW-[_ = aK^ f" and MW^ = aK^ F^ -- and solving these for the

unknown exponents p ' and n ' results in:

(2) p'logdc^/Kg) + flog {7^/T^) = logCMW^/MWg).

The equations (l) and (2) provide sufficient detail to solve for P' and \|f'.

Estimates of 0' and \|f' are described here for each fast breeder type.

They are based on this procedure, which can be called a "sensitivity" analy-

sis in the variables of interest for determining costs of construction and

operation of future breeder reactor capacity. They are not the result of

deliberate tests of performance with more capital and less fuel, for example,

but rather follow from comparisons of roughly similar designs in all respects

other than capital/fuel ratios . As such, they provide a synopsis of today's

views on technology for the 1980'8 and 1990 's.
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The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor

All reactors, to this point m time, have been built around a core

made up of fuel rods in which uraniiim or plutonium fission takes place. The

core may be cylindrical or pancaked in shape, and the number and size of

rods can vary with core temperature and the means for removing the heat

energy. In "fast breeder reactors," as contrasted with "thermal reactors,"

the lack of moderating material in the core results in reduced probability of

fissioning of uranium (iT , u )., but increased probability of nonfission

capture of neutrons by IT so as to "breed" fissionable plutonium Pu . The

bred plutonium, or an original inventory of the same material, then provides

heat energy.

Liquid sodium is one coolant that can be used to transfer the heat from

fast fission from the core to a steam source for power generation. Sodium is

o o
molten at 200 F and boils at I6OO F, so that a wide range of heat-transfer

temperatures is possible at environmental pressures. It has excellent heat

absorption characteristics, but is corrosive to many metals and reacts so

strongly to water that the combination is explosive under pressure.

As a result of these characteristics, the flow diagram for a sodium-

cooled fast reactor is complex. The heat transfer subsystem from the core

to the steam generator is divided into a number of independent and self-

contained loops so that the failure of sodium flow at one location will not

disrupt the entire transportation network. Most loops hiave back-up and by-

pass routes, as well, so that any malfunction resulting from sodium corrision

is isolated and separated from the continued operation of other components in

that loop. IVPically, the heat is routed by sodium from the core through

primary transfer loops to three or more secondary sodium loops, and then

transferred from there to a number of separate steam generators; each primary
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or secondary sodium loop is self-contained and the heat exchanger is made up

of a shell of one material in which is contained the tube of the second

material.

There have been four major design studies of I980 liquid metal fast

breeder reactors with capacity close to 2500 thermal megawatts, and a number

of article- length analyses either of smaller reactors or of particular design

variations. Each of the major designs has a set of elaborate heat transfer

loops -- in particular, six separate sodium loops for the transfer of heat

to two separate steam generators. But no particular design has a specific

requirement for a core configuration or even a fuel rod; the configuration

The four design studies for a large liquid metal fast breeder reactor
sought to provide 1,000 electrical megawatts of capacity in each case.

Some of the designs involved higher levels of thermal efficiency than
others, so that the thermal megawatts of capacity varied around 25OO
thermal megawatts. The four studies are:

Allis- Chalmers, et.al.^ Large Fast Reactor Design Study,

(ACNP- 6^503, January" 1964).

Combustion Engineering, Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
Design Study . (CEND-200. January 196^4- }

.

The General Electric Company, Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor Design Study (GEAP-U4lb, January 1964)

»

The Westinghouse Electric Company, Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor Design Study (WCAP-325I-I, , January 1964),

These are referred to as the "major designs"; but there are others of
importance or interest as to particular parameters. The study by K. P«

Cohen and G. L. O'Neill, "Safety and Economic Characteristics of a 1000
Megawatt Electric Fast Sodium- Cooled Reactor Design," (ANL 67OO, I965)

contributes to the evaluation of system reliability. The study by

W. Hafele, D. Smidt, and K, Wirtz, "The Karlsr^ahe Reference Design of a

1000 Megawatt Electric Soditan- Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor," (ibid.) also

contributes to the analysis of accidents which disrupt system reliability.

Studies of smaller liquid metal reactors by General Electric contribute

to the analysis of scale: cf, H, E. Dodge, et.al,. Conceptual Defeign

of a _565 Megawatt Electric Fast Ceramic Reactor (GEAP-4226, April 1963 )j.

and Ko N. Horst, etoal., Core Design Study for a $00 Megawatt Fast Oxide

Reactor (GEAP-372I, December 2b, I96IT
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and arrangement of rods, and their life cycle from fabrication to removal from

the core, do not differ in kind from those in the major designs of other types

2
of reactors. The dimensions of these elaborate capital systems K and less

elaborate fuel requirements F can be found by cross reference in the four de-

signs, and by comparison with earlier designs of smaller liquid metal breeders.

The General Electric study, and that of Allis- Chalmers, indicate capi-

tal expenditures in great detail. Consider capital K to be items of equip-

ment for the production of heat energy in the form of steam at lOOO^F and

2500 p.s.i.a., where these items include all systems in the reactor and for

the transfer of heat to sodium intermediate loops and then to the steam

generator. Then the relevant equipment includes (a) the reactor vessel and

internals, (b) primary sodium pumps, drives, and piping, (c) intermediate

2
This is not to deny the existence of different configurations in the design
of the fuel core. For example, there are striking differences among the
four studies themselves, as shown in the view of the Reactor Engineering
Division, Chicago Operations Office, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, An
Evaluation of Four- Design Studies of _a 1000 Megawatt Electric Ceramic"^
Fueled Fast Breeder Reactor (COO-279, December 1, 196i|), in the diagram of
reactor core arrangements of the four design studies on the first page.
But these core configurations are not specific to the liquid metal fast
reactor; in fact, the configurations in the gas and steam cooled reactors
•discussed below are more similar to those of Combustion Engineering Corpora-
tion and General Electric than these two designs are to the Westinghouse
and Allis- Chalmers designs for the liquid metal reactor.

The implications of particular constraints in these studies cannot be known
with any exactitude. But it would seem quite likely that they stand in the
way of finding the least cost combination %, F]_ for given MW-]_ even with the
factor prices stated in the AEC Guide to Nuclear Power Cost Evaluation . Both
the contraints on capital and on fuel set the levels of utilization of these
two inputs, rather than allowing the ratio of marginal products of the in-
puts to be equated to the ratio of factor prices. Of more concern is the
possibility that the observation of F-^ is not the minimum amount required to
produce MWi with any stated K^ -- the specification of maximum core outlet
temperature may require more F^ than is necessary. Then variation of the
K, F combination would not lead to an approximation of the least cost combina-
tion of inputs, because the observed combination may include too much of
both inputs. This possibility is left open here, although the analysis pro-
ceeds as if it did not hold.
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heat exchangers, (d) secondary sodium pianps, drives, and piping, and (e)

final heat exchangers including the steam generating system. But it does

not include the turbine generator building, the generator unit and its acces-

sory electrical equipment. The total of expenditures for the relevant equip-

ment, termed ZPQ for component prices P multiplied by respective quantities Q,

comes to $8V.6 ° 10 and the total number of components SQ is ^4-67. Not all

components are of the same size^ nor do they involve the same amount of fabri-

cation and engineering of the same metals; weighting each by its price — so

that those with higher prices are assiomed to be larger -- the average size of

ft fi

a component is EPQ/ep = 8Uo6(lO )A6.9(lO ) = 1.8o units of capital. Then

total capital comes to (ZPQ/2:p)eQ = (lo8o)(i^67) = &kl units.

The quantity of fuel required for 2500 MW, is investigated in all four

design studies. Total fuel mass is divided between "the core" and "the blan-

ket" surrounding the center of fission. But the latter has qualities and

functional use different from the former, with the plutonium in the core used

both to produce heat energy and neutrons for converting the blanket uranium

to more plutonium., The plutonium creates and sustains fission and is neces-

sary in a fast environment for breeding. Capacity to produce thermal mega-

watts is determined, then, by the kilograms of fissile plutonium in place at.

all times during the lifetime of the capital equipment. The initial plutoniimi

loading M provides this capacity when the equipment is installed (since this

amount is capable of producing 2500 MW ). But this loading lasts only two

to three years, and capital is in operable condition twenty to thirty years

TJ
Cf., the General Electric Company, Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Design
Study , op . cit ., Section 2.8, "Economics Data." The number of components is

estimated from counting items of equipment in Table 2.8.2.1, "Reactor Equip-
ment Cost Siamnary, " and — where the Table is inccanplete — in the plant
layout charts and diagrams shown throughout the report.
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so that the inventory required to provide lifetime capacity is the present

or initial sum of all required future loadings — that is, the sum of the

present discounted values of the volumes required to be installed for con-

tinuous capacity over the equipment lifetime.

The time perspective for planning productive capacity is from the

initial installation of equipment over the lifetime of that equipment. The

planner has to consider capital and fuel in the same dimension -- that quan-

tity of each input factor required to provide thirty-year capacity to produce

a certain amount of thermal energy. The capital capacity is indicated by the

equipment installed during construction along with certain items which have

to be replaced before the thirty-year lifetime is complete. The fuel required

is the sum of annual loadings of fuel and blanket uranii;mi, designated JN . for

i = 1 to i = 30- But these annual loadings do not all take place at the time

of the initial installation of the equipment; rather they can be postponed

with consequent savings of investment capital shown by the annual rate of

return r on such invested capital. Each loading N. can be discounted by

(l + r) , so that fuel inventory at the time plans are made for construction

equals I . (l + r)' .

This amount does not yet take account of the gains from breeding.

During each inventory life, B units of fissionable material are produced as

a ratio of those consumed; then B units are produced annually given that

t = length of life of an inventory of core fuel and (B ' - 1) of that inven-

tory can be removed as excess each year. At the end of the first year, the

necessary core inventory is N. - N (B - 1) and the present value of this

is N- - N (B ' - l)/(l + r). At the end of the second year, the

fuel core has again increased by (B - l) and a three-year plan requires

amount _ ..
o o
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F = N. - N (b / - 1)/(1 + r) - N (b '^ - l)/(l + r) . The fuel requirements
o o o

3^/* - 1)/(1 + r) - N^(B^/* - 1)/(1 + rf.

for the thirty-year reactor life are F = N^[l - (B ' - l)i:(l + r)" ],

According to the General Electric design analysis, 2357 kilograms of

fissile Plutonium are installed on the day the plant ceases to he a construc-

tion project (or, according to the Allis- Chalmers design, 2910 kilograms are

installed). This volume of fuel is to be loaded again and again over the

reactor lifetime, so that it is always in place; but at the same time the

breeding of new plutonium provides more fuel in place than this amount in-

stalled. For the General Electric ase, the value of fissionable fuel in

the core increases at the rate of(B -l)= o08l per year. The present

value of all future loadings declines at a rate of at least 10 per cent in

each year from the time at which the initial loading takes place, given that

the minimum opportunity costs for fuel in use are at least this great, so

that loadings in year t are equivalent to the initial loading discounted by

10.0 per cent for each intervening year. The simi of thirty loadings over the

3° -t
reactor lifetime is approximately F = (2357)[(l - o08l) Z (l.l) 1 or 558

1

kilograms. Then MW = 2500, K = 81+1 and F = 558 is an approximate single ob-

servation of capacity and capacity input requirements for the general IMFBR

production function.

The differences in fuel inventories can be accounted for in terms of tem-

perature and pressure conditions in the core, which utilize fuel more in-

tensively in the first case, and less intensively in the second case. If

the technologies assumed in the design studies are the same, then the two

values of F are observations for fuel and capital in different ccmbinations

producing the same amount of output. That is, the design studies show F-|_, Fg
for MW^ = X = f(K, F), an isoquant of minimum amounts of capital and fuel to

produce capacity set at X .

Cf. General Atomics Division of the General Dynamics Corporation, A Study of a

Gas- Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor : Initial Study , Core Design Analysis and System

Development Program , Final S'-immary Report (GA-5537, August 15, 196^)* Section

12.1, "Fuel Cycle Cost Equation," pp. I63-I67.
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A tradeoff of fuel for capital is involved in changing the "specific

power" of the system, as measured in energy kilowatts per kilogram of fissile

7
Plutonium. Higher specific power can be attained by increasing the thermal

conductivity of the fuel or the fuel and coolant temperatures; either course

of action adds to thermal stress and corrosion in the core assembly and to

the capital items in the shielding and heat transfer systems. Both reduce the

fuel inventory. The requirements for more capital at higher power are shown

in the Combustion Engineering study in the increase in fuel assembly components

and the decrease in the radius and length of each component — where, as a

first approximation, the increased fabrication implied by more and smaller

rods is equivalent to an increase in components. The corrosion and deteriora-

tion due to increased temperatures and pressures require higher quality com-

ponents or more frequent replacement of components in reactor vessels and in-

ternals. In the Combustion Engineering study, these new requirements alto-

gether are equivalent to a 11. 3 per cent increase in these components given

Q

a 100 per cent increase in specific power. The reduction in fuel inventory

from increased specific power is shown in both the General Electric and Allis-

Chalmers studies. By "doubling the core power density and specific power,

simultaneously reducing the number of batches to keep the same refueling

7
The "specific power" of a reactor design is defined as thermal megawatts
of capacity divided by the equilibrium fissile fuel inventory. In economic

terms, specific power is the average productivity of fuel MW,/F.
R
Figure IV-27 in the Combustion Engineering study shows that a 100 per cent

increase in specific power over the base value of 175 KW/kG causes an
increase in capital costs of .19 mills per kilowatt hour. This is 11.3
per cent of the imputed costs of 1.68 mills with an 80 per cent load

factor and all factor prices unchanged. Then an increase in costs must
take place from increased quantities of inputs equal to 11.3 per cent of

the original value of these inputs.
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schedule — [and accepting] a penalty in the physics area ..." the input

Plutonium content is used up more completely and thus the inventory to pro-

duce a given capacity is reduced; the net effect in the General Electric de-

9
sign is that fuel inventory is reduced approximately 9«5 per cent.

The tradeoff of fuel for capital ^ K/ 9 F can be shown by the results

of these changes to reach higher specific power. If the increase in fuel as-

semblies and reactor internals as shown by Combustion Engineering is applied

to the number of units of capital shown in the General Electric design, then

28.4 more units of capital are required to increase power by 100 per cent.

This reduces fuel by 5I.8 units, so that '^k/'Sf = .55 or 55 units of capital

are added for each 100 unit reduction in fuel.

The capital and fuel requirements at different thermal energy outputs

have not been investigated as part of any one design study. General state-

ments have been made on the advantages of large scale: The AEG design hand-

book is based on output increasing at a faster rate than inputs, so that

larger plants have lower capital/output and fuel/output ratios than smaller

plants; but the Westinghouse design study, in considering both small and

large versions of a liquid metal reactor, shows no decrease in inputs per

megawatt of capacity at large scale. The only detailed studies of differ-

ent sizes of the same reactor are two General Electric designs, those for

9
Of. , the General Electric Company, Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Design
Study, op . cit ., (GEAP-Ui<-l8), pp. 5-7. The change in inventory = -.07V '569

-9.5 per cent (3-13^).
10

Kaiser Engineers, Guide to Nuclear Power Cost Evaluation , Production Costs
(TID 7025, Vol.. 5, March I5, 1962), Section 30^^ For the Westinghouse de-
sign study, cf. Westinghouse Electric, Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
Design Study, (WCAP-325I-I, January 19^Jr5T
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the 2500 MW liquid metal fast reactor and a I395 MW. reactor based on the

same coolant systems and core configuration. The conceptual design for the

first indicates, as shown above, K = 84land F = 558; the second design pro-

vides most if not all the information necessary for constructing comparable

estimates of K and F for MW, = 1395

•

The 1395 MW, design is based on the same technology -- the study was

completed in 1963^ rather than 196U, but it has the same flow diagram as the

larger reactor. Four primary sodium pumps move the liquid coolant through

the bottom and then out of the top of the reactor core to four intermediate

heat exchangers which also contain sodium; the secondary loops then carry the

heat energy to a once-through steam generator or to steam reheater loops.

Such a system differs only in the number and size of loops or other components,

when compared to the 25OO MW, General Electric liquid metal design, but not

the techniques of heat transfer, the use of an intermediate transfer network,

or the design of the reactor vessel and internals. Sodium is transported

out of the reactor at IO5O F and 26 p.s.i. at the rate of 60 x 10 lb. /hour

in the smaller reactor, and at the same tempearature and pressure -- but in

6 12
larger quantity, at 86 x 10 lb. /hour -- in the larger reactor. The

"product, " evidenced by heat energy transported by the sodium to pass-through

steam generators, would seem to be the same.

The costs of units of capital, defined as (ZP*Q*) for the

small reactor for comparability with capital (iTQ) in the larger system

Compare Figiire 2.4 in GEAP 4^4-18, the 25OO MW. design study, with Figure 9
in GEA.P i+226, the basic I395 WfJ^ design study. The flow diagrams are the
same, at least in these simplified versions of the two systems.

12
The basis for differences in rates of flow is in the size and number of com-

ponents to achieve greater heat transfer so as to make the capacity level
for the larger reactor.
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described above, are $62.9 • 10 for components and construction of the system.

The number of components TQ*, and the sum of prices ZP*, are not shovm in the

study, but a sample of prices for reactor equipment is identical to the sample

1^
in the design for the larger reactor, so that EP* is assumed to be equal

to ZP for the larger design. Given the similarity in the designs of the two

systems, the number of components should not differ either, so that both

ZP* - ZP and ZQ* - Ift. The difference between systems should be in the size

of components with the smaller average size occurring in the smaller reactor.

Then capital (ZP*QVn>*)ZQ* equals {ZQ*q*/lP)ixq), which is [ (62.9)/(U6.9)] (46?)

or 625 units.

The smaller reactor uses more fuel for producing a given amount of

heat energy, i't seems., ipi^e initial core loading of fissionable plutonium, equal

to 1200 kilograms, is larger per megawatt of capacity than that in the 25OO MW.

design reactor. This smaller machine does not "breed" at as high a rate be-

cause capture of neutrons by fertile uranium is less complete in a smaller

core; thus the additional fuel loadings are larger relative to the first core

inventory. The burden of a low rate of breeding, in fact, shows clearly in

(^'^ - 1) = .042 rather than the .08I expected for the full scale 25OO MW

14
system. The impact of these two factors is large: total lifetime inventory.

1^
This is the case at least for those basic items such as steel plate and
croloy for which price comparisons are possible. Cf., GEAP-4418, Table
2.8.2.1 and GE/VP-4226, Table IV.

14
As calculated from information in the General Electric analysis for the

formula B = [h(r - 1) + 1] with h = 24 b E m(l + a)/l03 E„ x e, and r the

breeding rate. The variables in h are: b = total fissions/core fissions,

E = maximum core burnup, ra = maximum/average power, cc = capture/fission,

E„ = fission energy yield, x = fast fission factor, e = fission weight/total

fuel weight.
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viewed from the day in which plant construction is begun, is 1200[l - .0^2(9.^3)]

or 729 kilograms.

The values of K and F for MW in the two reactors, and of '3k/^F for

the larger reactor, provide information for a first approximation to the

MFBR production function. The two designs indicate for the equation

[P'(log K^/K^) + ^^'(log F^/Fg) = logCMW^/MW^)], that P'(l29C)+ f (-II6I) =

253i4-. The tradeoff of capital for fuel on specific power c)K/9F = -\|f'K/P'F =

-55/100 or, for the design value of 25OO MW^, \|r' (8ij-l)/p' (558) = 55/IOO. Solv-

ing these two equations yields P' = 2.9 and \|r' = 1.1 or a description of the

function as MW^ = K^'^F^'"^.

Even the first approximation provides a characterization of the liquid

metal breeder. The extensive heat absorption ability of liquid sodium comes

to fruition in the large scale reactor to a much greater extent than in the

small scale; this is shown by the very large sum of exponents, so large that

a doubling of inputs Increases output capacity sixteen times over. Small addi-

tions of capital make large additions to thermal energy capacity, as shown by

the values of the marginal product of capital in the ranges of F, K in the

two design studies; this marginal product, or 'dwj'd K = 3MW /k = 2.9 MW /k

increases over the range from 1395 MW, to 25OO MW, . If capital is added to

a given level of fuel, output increases by a greater amount up to technical

limits set by permissible metal temperatures and pressures.

A second approximation to the liquid metal production function has to

account for deviations of output from that for which the reactor is designed.

The realized outputs from spaced runs with a given amount of equipment and

fuel are very seldom the same, because driving the core at limit thermal
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conditions causes distortion in the shape of the fuel rods consequent to

the energy output. There is always some chance of melting the fuel when

there are random increases in temperature or transient changes in power,

and the latter involve the risk of excess reactivity rendering fission

uncontrollable

.

The three studies of the large liquid metal reactor have been con-

cerned with forced outage and other deviations from target levels of operation;

necessarily decisions have been made to set lower targets so as to reduce

these deviations. The departures resulting from transient temperature

The changes in reactivity with respect to temperature and power determine
the stability of the system. Temperature-induced reactivity changes 9p/9T;
with p defined as the per cent deviation from steady state levels of fission
activity^ are random events; if a temperature increase is not to increase
fission, so as to increase temperature and fission once again and render
the system unstable, then values of 5p/3T < are required. In some con-
ceivable fast sodium-cooled reactors, increases in temperature reduce fuel
and sodium density, and reduced density implies 3p/3^T < 0. But in other
conceivable designs for this reactor with a compact core of minimxan possible
size fissioning at high temperature, the fast neutron energy spectrum may
cause 9p/3T to have the opposite sign. That is, it is possible that (l)

^P,/ 9-T < 0, where p, resiilts from reduced sodium density, but the magni-
tude of this negative effect decreases as the compactness of any core in-
creases; (2) ^Pg/'^T > where Pg is the effect of sodiiun in "degrading
the neutron energy spectrum" so as to increase fission from the available
neutrons; (3) the size of 3P2/3 T becomes larger with larger reactor size.
Thus for larger reactors with conrpact cores, the sum total effect may be
either ^(p-j^ + Pp)/ ?T < or ^{p-, + P^)/ PT > 0. These reactors with
extremely compact cores operating at higher temperatures are prone to
disaster; they are not the bases for the I985 reactors outlined here, but
there is a finite chance that the core of the reactors being considered
could be rendered more compact in an accident, so that this unstable be-
havior was realized.

Decreasing the volume of fuel in the core, and increasing the capacity of
the sodium coolant and transfer systems so as to maintain sodium outlet
temperatures, results in the undesirable larger positive values of >p/9 T.

(Cf., The General Electric study. Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Design
Study , op o cit .. Section 3o3»2, "Evaluation Techniques for Survey Data and
Their Graphic Representation, Survey of Fast Reactor Cores"; cf., also

(footnote continued on following page)
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changes which have been found acceptable by the originators of the designs

are a function of the design temperature and level of operation. In

3' ^ -X
MW = OCK F the constant term a takes the form a e , where x equals the

temperature variant T/T times (l + I ), with I the temperature-induced

elasticity of reactivity T^f//<»JT. When actual temperature T equals design

temperature T*, a = 6.2 x 10~ and MW = 6.2(10~")K^'^F''"'"^, the design values

of inputs and capacity output. But when a transient results in a 50 increase

Q
in temperature at T*- = 1000 F and the coefficient of reactivity is -.005, then

capacity is reduced by 5 per cent. A 25 per cent deviation in temperature

substantially reduces the effectiveness of the reactor -- but by much less than

from a melting accident which would take place in a less conservative design.

Temperature deviations in this reactor are expected to result in penalties on

available capacity of small magnitude, at least the safety rod and fast shut-

down systems in the General Electric design can be expected to go into effect

for changes in temperatures of any importance. Then this approximation of

the production function is

m^ = aK^'F^ = 6.2(io-9)k2-V-V( ' T/^)(i " '^o^)

for instantaneous capacity MW , capital K, fuel inventory F, coolant outlet

temperature T, and I equal to -.007 in this case.

K. P. Cohen, and G. L. O'Neill, op.cit .. Section 3.2, "Reactor Design.")
But this design variant also increases the rate of production of new fissile
fuel so as to decrease fuel inventories. There is a gain in expected design
productivity, then, from reducing the certainty of this design productivity.
The General Electric tradeoff appears to be an addition to reactivity = .006
for every one per cent and an increase in the breeding ratio by as much as
20 per cent.
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The Steam Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor

The uranium-plutonium rods making up the core of any fast reactor can

be put together to transfer heat energy directly to steam, rather than to an

intermediate sodium loop for re-transfer to steam. The design of the steam core

would not differ greatly from those in the sodium reactor studies; oxides

of the two fuels in five- foot rods can be arranged in hexagonal clusters to

allow the pass-through of pre-heated steam in the same manner as the pass-

through of liquid sodium discussed above. But the design of the heat energy

transport system greatly departs from that for the liquid sodium reactor.

Descriptions of flow from the water source to steam entering the

reactor, and then from the reactor to the turbine generators, indicate the

great simplicity of the direct steam system. Steam condensers in series or

parallel to the turbine generator send a mixture of water and steam first

through low pressure and then high pressure feed pumps to pass-through steam

heaters. Steam emerges from the high pressure heaters at approximately

500 F and, in reactors of 1200 MW, or more, at the rate of more than 2.5 x

10 lbs. /hour. A drum- type or Loeffler boiler then mixes this steam with

hotter steam from the reactor and transmits it to a circulator at close to

600 F and at the pressure of approximately 1200-1500 p.s.i.a. By the time

that the discharge from the circulator reaches the reactor, it is at more

than 600 F and I5OO p.s.i.a.; it enters the reactor from below and exits

from the top at 950 F and about the same pressure. This steam is then

passed directly through the turbine generator to produce electricity. There

are no intermediate heat transfer loops -- rather, the reactor coolant is

used to turn the blades of the turbine.
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The simplicity of this system results in greatly reduced expenditures

on capital equipment to construct and operate any proposed steam cooled

breeder reactor (SCBR). Capital costs are lower than for a liquid sodium

reactor of equal capacity, as a result of the elimination of primary and

secondary heat transfer systems, but also as a result of reductions in shield-

ing and back-up equipment to guarantee the integrity of the sodivmi system.

In other terms, for the SCBR production function MW, = aK F , the value of

K-, for given MW, and F, is smaller than for the IMFBR. The value of F, , or

the inventory of fissile plutonium in the core, is another matter. Steam is

not as good a heat conductor as liquid sodium, nor are the energy- flux condi-

tions in a steam environment as conducive to breeding, so that more fuel is

needed for the SCBR than for liquid sodium coolant systems.

Design studies of an 870 MW. steam cooled breeder provide a single

observation of capacity, capital, and fuel to show these effects. Comparison

with a design for a 25OO MW, steam system -- which is in bare outline form —

allows some inferences on economies of scale and ultimately some basis for

assessing differences from the liquid metal reactor.

Most of the studies of the smaller SCBR were done in the late 1950's

and early 1960's, by the United Nuclear Corporation, on the basis of technology

17
then available or expected to be available by the early 1970 's. The early

dates of the designs do not result in technical lags behind those of other

17
Cf., G. Sofer, R. Hankel, L. Goldstein, G. Birman, Conceptual Design and
Economic Evaluation of _a Steam Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (United Nuclear
Corporation, Development Division, White Plains, New York: work performed
under Contract AT(30-1)-2303(XII) with United States Atomic Energy Commission,
November I5, I96I). This study was based in part on the analysis of capital
costs in Kaiser Engineers Division, Henry J. Kaiser Company, Steam Cooled
Power Reactor Evaluation Capital and Power Generation Costs (TID- 127^7,
Oakland, California, March 17, I96I). Cf., also G. Sofer, et.al.. Steam
Cooled Power Reactor Evaluation, Steam Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor , (Nuclear
Development Corporation, mA-21k-li-k, April I5, 1961) for preliminary studies
of the differences between near- term plants and 1975 reactors.
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reactor types, because the technology of this system was ae well developed at

that earlier time. The direct steam cycle through the reactor to the turbine

has been based upon extensive experience with boiling water thermal reactors;

the requirements for raising steam temperatures above those in the LWR's are

no more difficult than similar goals for the I24FBR. Developmental problems

lie ahead in fuel rod exposure to high temperatures and long periods in

core inventory, since there has been little experience with prolonged burnup

of fuels in a fast reactor; but these problems arise for the liquid metal

and gas reactors and the solutions assumed in the SCBR studies are not differ-

ent from those assumed elsewhere.

The "present-day" design in the U.N. C. studies calls for capacity to

produce 870 megawatts of thermal energy for steam turbine generators that

are to operate at 36. k per cent net efficiency, and the "1975 design" in

the same studies calls for 825 thermal megawatts to produce the same amount

of electricity output. The thermal capacity provides steam at 9^5 F and

1400 p.s.i.a. in the 1960's, and 1060°F and 2000 p.s.i.a. by 1975 (so that,

by the middle 1970's, the characteristics of heat energy are approximately

the same as those designated for the liquid metal fast breeder reactor).

Capital expenditures ZP*Q* to provide the capacity in the "present

day" design are $35.2(10 ) for fabrication and construction of components;

the total of prices for these items TF* is $17.1 (10 ) and the total nvunber

of items TQ* is 59. For comparability with other reactor systems, three

calculations must be made. First, the price-weighted average number of

units (ZP*Q*/ZP*)235* is (35.2/17.I) (59) or 121. Second, this amount has

to be "scaled" so that a single unit of capital is the same size as in the

liquid metal fast breeder. If an item requires the same amount of engineering
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and fabrication per square foot in all Bystems, then any difference in ex-

pense among systems is due to difference in size. Units all the same size,

then, have the same prices -- or an item in the SCBR is the same size as in

the IMFBR if the two have the same price ratio. The amount of capital in

the steam cooled breeder is based upon an average price of EP'*'/i;Q* = $0.30(lO ),

while the unit of capital in the IUFBR is priced at $.10 (10 ); since capital

in the first reactor is relatively large in price terms, then the 121 units

increase by (.30/. 10) to 363 units comparable to those in the IWFBR. Third,

costs for constructing this reactor are estimated by the United Nuclear Cor-

poration designers to be considerably less in 1975 than in 1967; technical

18
improvements in components, if not reduced factor prices, reduce the number

of components from 363 to 278 by the time construction of the SCBR or the

IMFBR begins. ^ It is estimated that K = 278 is the required amount of capi-

tal in this design of a steam cooled breeder reactor with capacity of 825

thermal megawatts.

The inventory of fuel to provide such capacity begins with a loading

of 1370 kilograms of fissile plutoniian and with approximately seven times

this much fertile uranium in the core and surrounding blanket for breeding

more plutonium. Breeding is limited in this design because the intensity

of neutron radiation is reduced by the steam coolant and because high steam

temperatures and pressures require fuel rod claddings which reduce neutron

ab£

ih:

20
absorption by the fertile uranium. Also, the coolant reduces the active

The assumption is supported by G. Sofer, et.al., Conceptual Design in
Economic Evaluation of a^ Steam Cooled Past Breeder Reactor (op . cit .

,

NBA 21U8-5), p. 117, Sections 1, 2, 3.

19
This assumes an extremely modest rate of progress: 2 per cent per annum
from "learning by doing" the direct cycle system in improved versions of
the FWR thermal reactor.

20
Cf., R. A. Mueller, F. Hofman, E. Kiefhaber, and D. Smidt, "Design and Evalua-

tion of a Steam Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor of 1000 MW Electric" (Kernfor-

schungszentrvan, Karlsruhe, Institute Fiir Reaktorentwicklung PSB-Berict Nr.

119/66), p. 3.
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lifetime of fuel in the core; burnup is expected to be limited to 60,000 MW-days

per metric ton of core fuel, so that any one core is useful for only about 2.3

years. Limited results with breeding and burnup increase the inventory of

fuel over the thirty-year lifetime of the reactor. With the ratio of produced

to utilized fissionable material B equal ro I.I6 the annual rate of reduction

of inventory B for a lifespan t of one core is k.6 per cent. Camying

changes of 10 per cent reduce the present value of future loadings as well.

70

30

Total inventory in present value terms is the accumulation of 1370(l - B - l)

discounted by 10.00 per cent for each year, or (I370)(l - .046) Z (l.l)" =

1

775 kilograms of fuel. The estimate of lifetime fissile fuel requirements

completes this observation: for 825 MW. of instantaneous capacity in a

1975 steam cooled breeder reactor, K = 278 and F = 775 over the equipment

lifetime of thirty years.

The tradeoff of capital for fuel 'Bk/'Sf is not shown in the design

studies of the 825 MW, reactor. But there are indications of the effects

from increasing specific power. The "near term reactor" in the U.N.C. analysis

has specific power of 505 kilowatts per kilogram of fissile plutonium, while

the "1975 reactor" has specific power of 577 KW/Kg; if the effects on K and

F of other differences between the two reactors can be accounted for, then

the residual effect must be due to the variation in the specific power.

The first reason for differences is that the "1975 reactor" benefits

from technical progress which reduces K and F, while the 'hear term reactor"

does not. The fruits of progress imply a substantial reduction in K: "^The

use of vapor suppression type of containment and . . . simplification in start-

21
ing, shutdown, refueling, and fuel handling equipment" are estimated to

21
0. Sofer, et.al., op . cit ., p. II7.
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reduce expenditures substantially. The net effect (l) of the higher specific

power which increases capital requirements, and (2) the technical progress

which reduces these requirements^ is an 8 per cent reduction in expenditures.

Reductions in capital from technical progress alone should exceed 2 per cent

per annum if there is even a modest annual increase in productivity of capital

from "learning by doing" with the direct cyle in the light water thermal re-

actors installed from 1967 to 1975. The elimination of l8 per cent of actual

capital, so that K of 363 in 1967 terms is equal to 278 in 1975 terms, can

be attributed to technical progress separate and independent from changes in

specific power.

The second reason for differences in K is possible variations in the

scale or size of the I967 and 1975 reactors. Total thermal capacity in the

near-term plant is 876 and in the later plant is 825 so that there would

appear to be larger scale in the first plant. But the difference is a result

of increased thermal efficiency from the higher temperatures and pressures

which cause the higher specific power m the second plant -- that is, a re-

sult of producing a smaller amount of steam of higher quality which can in

turn produce the same amount of electricity -- so that the "outputs" of the

two plants are the same. There is no need for an adjustment for scale of

operations

.

Then for 1975 technical conditions as the standard of reference,

a steam reactor with specific power of 5O5 has 278 capital units, but the

reactor with power of 577 has 33U units. Both experience the same rate of

progress, but the second has the I8 per cent rate of progress for the decade

reduced to 8 per cent to meet the requirements from higher power.
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Increasing specific power reduces the inventory of fuel required for

any desired level of thermal capacity. This is more than a matter of defining

"higher specific power" as "greater output capacity per unit of fuel"; it is

a variation of design characteristics to attain steam temperatures and pressures,

and integrity for fuel rod cladding, that approach the limits allowed by

technology. These temperatures are conducive to more complete consimption of

fuel, and thus to a longer life for any core inventoiy; but higher tempera-

tures reduce breeding because they require fuel rod cladding materials that

absorb neutrons. In the United Nuclear designs, the prolonged burnup at

higher temperature is the dominant effect. Core fuel under the lower speci-

fic power conditions lasts 33,000 MW days per ton of fuel on the average,

when the lifetime inventory is approximately 775 kilograms. Burnup increases

substantially at the higher specific power to 60,000 MW-days, while the

breeding ratio is reduced only by .02, so that the present value of total

lifetime fissile fuel inventory is reduced from 775 to 397 kilograms.

Increasing specific power has the expected effects on the stocks of

both capital and fuel then. Capital is increased by 58 units, and fuel is

decreased by 378 units, so that '9 k/ ^F -^ +58/- 378 or -12.7 per 100 units

of fuel.

The 825 MW. reactor is reasonably well defined, both in terms of an

observation of K, F and of variations in specific power for other combinations

of K, F. The 2500 MW. steam reactor has not been defined in detail, however.

One consequence is that there are no studies of the effects of size on capital

and fuel requirements in the range of 1200 MW. to 25OO MW. comparable to

those for the liquid sodiiom reactor to shdw SaAA indication of economies

of scale. One study by Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe shows the outlines
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of a design for a 2500 MW steam cooled reactor but only points to the need

for further analysis of the tradeoffs between breeding, fuel burnup, and

core reliability to attain efficient levels of capital and fuel. There is

some indication that minimum capital costs are close to $119-0(10 ) and an

initial fuel inventory is likely to be 3323 kilograms of plutonium when capa-

22
city is 2517 megawatts of thermal energy. Two assumptions can lead to es-

timates of units of capital (eP'Q'/SP' )z:Q' from the first statistic. First,

if the expenditures on turbine generator components and structures are equal

6 2"^
to the $it-3.9(lO ) shown in the 2500 MW liquid sodium design reactor, -^ then

expenditures on the heat energy source EP'Q' are $119.0(10 ) - $14-3.9(10 ) =

$75.1(10 ). Second, if these expenditures ZP'Q' are for the same number of

components at the same charge per square foot of fabrication and engineering

as in the 825 MW steam cooled reactor, then units of capital (iP '
Q.' /IP ' )Tf^' =

{ZP'Q,'/ZP*)I:q* where P*,Q* are those shown in the United Nuclear design

studies of the smaller steam cooled fast breeder. This assumption should be

modified: the Karlsruhe design shows six independent coolant circuits —

each with a Loeffler boiler as the last link before circulation of the steam

through the reactor core — rather than the two circuits shown in the United

Nuclear designs, so that the number of units of capital in the larger design

SQ' = I£i* + 26 = 85, where the additional 26 units result from this three-

fold increase in circuitry. If the prices of all units of a given size

are the same in the two reactors, then .'the units of capital are (IP'Q,' /lP*)lQ,' =

(75. 1/17. 1)85 = 375. In capital comparable in size to those for the liquid

22
R. A. Mueller, et.al., op . cit .

23
This is not an unrealistic assumption, given that the temperature and pres-
sure conditions for steam here are approximately those in the liquid sodium
fast breeder reactor.
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metal fast breeder reactor, for post- 1975 technological conditions, 375 in-

creases to 750 units.

The second statistic in the Karlsruhe study — the initial fuel in-

ventory — is not the only indicator of the behavior of the fuel cycle. The

proposed design is to operate at the technical limits of temperature and

pressure, so as to guarantee burnup of core fuel of between 50,000 and

100,000 MW-days per ton. This prolongation of exposure in the core increases

the lifetime of the fuel elements to approximately 3.5 years but reduces the

breeding ratio somewhat; the consequent ratio of fissionable fuel produced

in the core and blanket to that consumed is I.086. Then the rate of dis-

count B ' = (10086)*-^ -^ and the inventory over the plant lifetime of thirty

years is ((3323) (l - .236)} equal to 25^0 kilograms of plutonium.

These values of K and F can be used along with those from the United

Nuclear designs to show the extent of economies of scale. The Karlsruhe

design indicates K' = 750, F' = 25^0, and MW' = 2517 while the smaller

-K- 'X'

reactor indicates K" = 334, F = 397, and MW^ = 825. In the general form

of the production function MW, = aK F , the two observations show the

coefficients of p and t as log(2517/825) = 3'log (750/33^) + i); 'log (25^0/397 ),

or k&kk = 3522P' + 8060V • The estimate is a first indication that economies

of scale are limited: the sum of P' and \|/' is somewhat less than one, so

that a doubling of capital and fuel leads to less than twice as much

capacity. A second indication, leading to separate estimates of P' and ijr',

confirms the first. The second indication is ^K/^F = \lf'K/P'F= -.127,

or t' (334) (10^) = P'(127)(397) with K = 33^ and F = 397- The equation

can be put together with the estimate of ^Y^^Y to provide two equations

with two unknowns, 3' and V , that can be solved for each unknown. The
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two equations solve for f = O.kj and p' = O.3O. The first approximation to

the steam cooled fast reactor production function is then

a description that points to diseconomies of scale, in contrast to the

economies observed for the liquid metal fast breeder reactor.

The Gas Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor

The direct steam cycle for transferring heat from the reactor is only

one type of gas cooling system; others using helium, carbon dioxide, or

sulphur dioxide can deliver roughly comparable amounts of heat to steam

generators or heat exchangers. One of these shows remarkably promising

productivity. The helium gas system is of great interest because it is

well advanced towards adoption in a sophisticated thermal reactor demon-

stration plant, and because it contrasts sharply in performance with the

steam-cooled reactor so that it provides distinctly alternative results.

Helium is introduced into a coolant system from outside of the re-

actor through filters and compressors, and it enters the reactor container

and finally the core by means of large gas compressors at 5OO F and IO5O-

2k
1060 p.s.i.a. The gas is blown up into the fuel where its temperature is

2k
These values are "representative" design values derived from the two most
detailed design studies of a gas cooled fast breeder reactor: Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Reactor Division, Gas Cooled Fast Reactor Concepts
(ORNL-3642, September 196^+); and General Atomics Division, The General
Dynamics Corporation, A Study of a Gas Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor,
Initial Study, Core Design Analysis and System Development Program ,

Final Stunmary Report (GA-3337, August I5, 196^).
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increased to II50 F and its pressure is reduced approximately to 1015-1020

p.s.i.a., and then is blovn down through four steam generators surrounding

the core. The blowers, core, and generators are all contained in a single

vessel of pre- stressed concrete or steel and this vessel is contained within

a secondary reinforced concrete structure. The helium emerges from the two

pressure vessels at 5OO F and 1000 p.s.i.a., for purification and storage,

o o
and the steam emerges at 95O - 1000 F and 2ii00 p.s.i.a. for transfer to the

turbine-generators. The circuit is completed outside of the pressure vessel

by condensing the steam and running the condensate through feed pianps for

re-entry to the steam generator intake, and by taking the helium fran storage

to the gas compressors for re-entry as well.

This design immediately shows its differences with the steam-cooled

reactor layout. The largest components -- gas compressors, fuel core, steam

generators, primary and secondary pressure vessels — include three that are

not of comparable magbitude in the steam cooled reactor. The compressors in

a 2500 MW gas reactor are so much larger than the pumps in the steam system

that the technology extends beyond the steam experience and beyond present

experience with all large pumps, for that matter. The steam generators are

not found in the direct cycle steam-cooled reactor at all. Moreover, the

primary and secondary pressure vessels are much larger and more complex

because of the necessity to contain the fission products and the high-pressure

helium when an accident opens the gas piping or the heat-transfer surfaces.

The design differs sotoevhat as veil from those for the liquid-metal

fast breeders. It is simpler: the four gas-to-steam heat transfer loops

in the primary vessel are once-through steam generators, not primary to

intermediate loops carrying more coolant to final loops containing steam.
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System reliability is sought through particular design variants not found in

the liquid sodium reactor. The helium reactor is designed to pour steam

and water into the core, if the coolant is voided by accident, to prevent

25
core meltdown. As a result, the safety techniques and routings in the

helium design are much more straightforward. Also the containment of com-

pressors, core, and heat transfer surfaces in the pressure vessel in the

helium reactor is substantially more complete. It la prompted by the high pres-

sures under which the helium operates, as compared to the ambient pressure

of liquid sodium, and it adds to the capital components over and above those

for containment in the liquid sodium reactor.

In terras of economic performance, where such performance is measured

by MW = aJT F , the helium reactor has characteristics in contrast with

both of the other reactors that reflect these design differences. The

simplicity of the system reduces the number of units of capital K. But

the pressure requirements increase the sizes of units of capital, particularly

in containment. Fuel utilization is more complete since heliian does not

reduce neutron energy flux as much as steam. On the other hand, this gas is

a relatively poor heat transfer medium, so that the thermal energy capability

of a kilogram of plutonium — that is, the specific power of the fissile

fuel -- is lower than for either steam or sodium reactors at the same turbine

25
The liquid metal reactor cannot rely on this technique because of the

volatility of sodium in water, so that elaborate additions to capital are

made in the UtFBR to reduce the probability of voiding and elaborate
auxiliary safety rod or sodium storage systems are constructed to cut off

reactivity increases if voiding ever does take place. Cf. K. P. Cohen,

and G. L. O'Neill, "Safety and Economic Characteristics of a 1000 Megawatt

Electric Fast Sodium Cooled Reactor Design," op . cit ., and General Atomics
Division, The Study of a Gas Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor, op.cit.
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throttle temperature and pressure. This requires an increase in the plutonium

content in a fuel loading for any given level of thermal megawatts. The net

effects of these design characteristics on the relative requirements of capi-

tal and fuel for MW can be shown by defining p' and \lr' for a 1975-1980 helium

cooled fast breeder reactor.

Calculations of approximate P' and f cannot be made from a single

design study, or even from a group of related studies similar to those by

General Electric on the liquid metal fast breeder. Detailed core analyses

for gas- cooled reactors have been completed by the General Atomic Division

of General Dynamics Corporation which provide the parameters for estimating

fuel inventories for a wide variety of designs. The study of Gas Cooled

Fast Reactor Concepts by Oak Ridge National Laboratory specifies the capital

components to go with fuels and different gas coolants for different reactor

27
capabilities. A consistent or single design has to be constructed de novo

from the characteristics for parts of a helium- cooled 2600 MW fast reactor

shown in these two sources. Then this design can be varied for size and for

specific power. First estimates of Kq, Fq, MW„, and then of the effects on

K, Ft and MW of scale and of varying specific power follow from this single

design and its variants.

The most important design feature is the integrated primary and secon-

dary containment vessel, with the gas compressors, fuel core, and gas-to- steam

heat transfer surfaces inside the primary vessel. The ORNL study shows the

General Atomic Division, A Study of a Gas Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor,
op . cit .

27
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Gas Cooled Fast Reactor Concepts ,

op . cit .
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costs of these components as more than $37.9(10 ) for capability of 2600 MW.

.

With the addition of helium transfer, purification, oil removal and low

pressure leak-off recovery systems (all outside of the containment vessels)

total capital costs are $52.1(10 ) for 85 components. The average size of

ft ft

a unit of capital nq/ZP equals $52.l(lO )/$32.0(lO ) or I.63, so that the

total amount of capital is (lo63)(85) or I39 units of roughly equal size.

For size comparable to that of a unit in the liquid metal reactor, this is

522 units, because the average price per unit is 3.76 times that in the

liquid metal reactor.

The inventory of fuel required to complement these units of capital

can be found after specifying the particular uranium-plutonii;im mixture of

interest and the specific power of the mixture. Oxides of plutoniimi are to

be fabricated to perform at specific powers close to BOO thermal kilowatts

per kilogram of this fuel; at least fuel requirements are not reduced by

higher specific powers, for fabrication requirements increase at such a rate

28
as to compensate for any further decrease in oxide content beyond this level.

An initial inventory for 782 KW/Kg at 26OO MW, is shown as IL = 3350 in the

1/t 30 .^
GA analysis. The lifetime inventory is equal to N-[l - B ' -l)] Z (l + r) =

"
1

-351 kilograms, given that the annual reduction of in-place requirements is

11.7 per cent because of a ratio of fissionable products produced to consumed

28
Cf . the General Atomic Division, A Study of a^ Gas Cooled Fast Breeder Re-
actor , op . cit ., p. 40, where it is argued that "raising the rate can lead
to increased fuel cost if pursued too far. This arises because, although
inventory charges are inversely proportional to rating, a component of the
fuel fabrication cost increases with rating (because there is a limit to

the power available per unit total length of fuel element, set by internal
heat conduction, regardless of the coolant median) so somewhere there is an
optimum as far as total fuel cost is concerned. The question is dealt with

greater length in Section 12, where it is shown there is little or no

economic incentive to use ratings much over some 80O KW/Kg." Ibid .
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of l.Ui+, a core lifetime t of 3.3 years, and an annual use charge of 10 per

cent for plutonium. The gain is so great in produced fuel in later years as

to more than compensate for the use charge even in present value terms.

Die gas breeder produces more fission fuel than it consumes. Then K- = 522,

Fq = -351, and MWq = 2600 for a design based on the ORNL specifications for

a large helium- cooled fast reactor.

Redesigning this reactor to decrease the specific power increases the

fuel inventory and reduces the capital requirements. The variant allows an

estimate of '3iq/'^F, the tradeoff of capital for fuel in the helium-cooled

reactor's production function. The increase in the fuel input is 228 kilo-

grams in a reactor lifetime as the specific power is reduced from 8OO KW/Kg

29
to 718 KW/Kg. The reduction in capital is more difficult to assess. It

appears from these studies of design variants that the simplification of the

core, and the reduction of helium temperature and pressure, as a result )f

782-718/782 per cent power reduction, has the same effect on capital require-

ments as that per cent reduction in thermal megawatt capacity. The ORNL

design variants for the helium- cooled fast reactor show an average reduc-

tion of 0.6 per cent in units of capital contained in the primary and secon-

dary pressure vessels for each 1.0 per cent reduction in thermal capacity

over the range 1200 to 2600 MW ; on this basis, the 522 units of capital

are reduced by 2k units, as a result of the 7-8 per cent power reduction.

29
The fuel cycle analyses show that a reduction from specific power of 782
KW/Kg to 718 KW/Kg involves a decrease in burnup from reduced core tempera-
tures sufficient to reduce B from 1.17 to 1.04. This increases the pre ent
value of inventory from -351 Kg to -123Kg, for a decrease in specific power
of 64 KW/Kg. It is assumed that there is no further increase in inventory
from a reduction in specific power from 8OO to 782 Kg — or that the inven-
tory required at these two specific powers is roughly the same (as in the
previous footnote).
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Then, from the reduction in specific power, capital is reduced by 2k units

and fuel is increased by 228 units, or ^k/^F = -ll/lOO.

Most of the effects of the scale of output are shovm by other design

variants. A reduction in scale, from 2600 MW. to 1317 MW^. as one variant in

the ORNL study, brings capital in the pressure vessels down by approximately

50 per cent. Since the requirements for peripheral equipment -- purification

and storage components — are not changed substantially, then the number of

units of capital is k03 rather than ^4-98 at specific power of 7l8 Kw/Kg. The

effects on fuel inventory are shown by the fuel cycle design details for the

1317 MW helium fast reactor variant. The initial inventory is 2038 kilograms

for this size of the general design at specific power of 6k6 KW/Kg; with an

overall breeding ratio of I.5 and a core lifetime of 3.6 years, the thirty-

year requirement of fuel in present value terms is -I8 kilograms. The ini-

tial inventory is reduced to an amount close to I789 kilograms, and the life-

time inventory to -I87 kilograms, by increasing specific power to 718 KW/Kg.

Then this smaller reactor utilizes slightly more fuel over the inventory life-

time than does the larger reactor -- -I87 kilograms rather than -351 kilo-

grams — or as noted in the General Atomic study, "fuel cycle cost [i.e.,

inventory per unit of capacity] does not vary greatly with reactor size, for

.,30
cores of 5OOO liters or larger.

These estimates can be used to outline the dimensions of the production

function. The tradeoff of the two inputs ^K/-^ F = -\|f'K^/P'F, = -ll/lOO, which

with K, = 498, F, = -123, at MW, = 26OO and specific power of 718 KW/Kg is

equal to -i{r' (^98)/P' (-I23) = -ll/lOO. A second equation follows from the

30
General Atomic Division, op.cit., p. l62.
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effects of scale; the ratios of the observations of inputs and of outputs in

the production function are log(2600/l317) = P' 'log (498/405) + \|f ' •log(-123/-l87)

which reduces to 295U = 1897P' - l820\|;'. Solving these two equations for

P' = 1.46 and f = -.Ok, the first approximation to the production function

for the helium- cooled fast breeder reactor appears to be

^.46„-.04
MW^ = IT F

for thermal megawatts of capacity in terms of thirty years of capital and

fuel requirements

.

Safety Characteristics of Steam-Cooled and Gas- Cooled Breeder Reactors

As shown in the case of the liquid metal reactor, the capacity of :

fast breeder reactor concept can vary from the level called for in the de-

sign, as a result of transient temperature changes in the reactor core. In

the liquid metal cooled reactor designs, both _a priori and experimental

analyses have shown that, at certain very high fuel temperatures, incursions

of more temperature or power will add to reactivity so as to lead to further

temperature and reactivity increases. A departure from design temperature

can lead to dis- equilibrium operation of the fuel core, with no self-adjustment

back to equilibrium. The core can be shut down before it melts as a result

of dis- equilibrium; this shut-down one way or another takes the operating

value of MW. to zero. But the designs for working reactors avoid as much

as possible this extreme result. Rather, the output potential is cur-

tailed in favor of smaller variations, in keeping with the production function

m^ = ctK^F*, with a = a^ • e" ^ ' ' ^
"*" ' ^ as the productivity effects
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from any transient temperature T greater than design temperature T*. A simi-

lar characterization of the effects of temperature changes can be made for

both the steam cooled and gas cooled reactor designs.

Experiments with reactivity and temperature point to similarities in

the behavior of steam and gas in the fuel core, and to contrasts with that of

liquid metal. Temperature surges can be expected to occur infrequently in

helium or steam during circulation of the coolant; for one, the occurrence of

gas bubbles, as in liquid sodium, cannot lead to local hot spots which become

temperature surges. But coolant temperature will increase much more rapidly

when gas pumping systems stop, because the lower heat absorption of these

goals places more reliance on coolant flow to reduce core temperature. Then

the way to achieve reliability of gas and steam reactors is to prevent voiding

of the coolant from the core.

The adverse results from voiding are greater when the fraction of the

core given over to coolant is smaller. This fraction is 30 per cent larger

in the steam reactor than in the gas reactor, for coolant temperature condi-

91
tions in the NDA. and Oak Ridge design studies. The poor results are also

more pronounced when the total pumping power required to circulate the coolant

through the core is larger; this power is 60 per cent less in the steam than

3,2

in the gas cooled reactor.-^ If there is an outage in coolant system pimping,

the gas reactor core is subject to the larger temperature increase: more fuel

per unit volume, and more reliance on pumping to remove heat from this fuel,

result in more in-core heat in such circumstances.

^ Of. M. Dalle-Donne, "Comparison of Helium, Carbon Dioxide, and Steam as

Coolants of 1000 MW Megawatt Electric Fast Reactor" (Euratomgesselschaft
fur Kernforschung mb II, 1965), Table I.

^^Ibid, Table I.
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The temperature change reduces plant capability more in the helium than

in the steam cooled reactor. For any given number of degrees of temperature

change, there is more induced change in reactivity in the helium and plutoniiam

core. The reactivity effect ^p/^T is parceled into P^ and P^ in both designs,

The value for <5 P,/^T, the decrease in reactivity p from decreased coolant

density at higher temperatures, is ten times less in helium because its den-

sity does not vary greatly; the value of 3 ^J9 T is positive and large in

both systems. Then the overall change in reactivity in the gas reactor is more

likely to be positive, since it could be dominated by the value of ^ ^J3 T

over that of 3 P-,/^ T in this case. The design has to hold back this reactor

to a greater extent -- in other words, the gas reactor must be shut down more

rapidly so that runaway expansive reactivity- to-temperature feedbacks do not

33
take place.

The tradeoffs over the range of present -values of specific power for

temperature and pressure safety are likely to favor steam and liquid metal

over gas. The temperature coefficients of reactivity are similar for the first

two, and negative under most temperature conditions; but those for gas- cooled

33-'^Substantial temperature changes from complete loss of pumping power, and thus
from voiding of coolant in the core, are usually prevented from going too
high by shutting down of the reactor. There has to be some way devised, in
fact, for shutting down quickly enough to prevent melting of the core and, at
the limit, causing a nuclear explosion. Present plans in both gas and steam
reactors center on emergency routings which flood the core with water from
the steam systems, which will reduce temperature but, by greatly reducing
neutron leakage out of the core, will also increase reactivity. For safety
-- or reliability of thermal megawatts of capacity — there must be absorption
of the additional neutrons, presumably by using core additives or "poisons"
such as boron or gadolinium. But these additives affect the design level for
production of thermal energy, so that a tradeoff -- yet to be specified --

has to be made of design thermal power for decreased probability of zero
power for extended periods in the reactor lifetime. Cf. J. W. Hallam, R. K.

Haling, P. Killian, and G. T. Peterson, "The Flood Safety of Steam and Gas
Cooled Reactors,"' (U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Contract AT(0^-3)180,
PA 13, 1965), Figure I; cf., also, G. Sofer, et al., op. cit ., pp. 79-82
and General Atomic Division, op. cit., p. 72 etseq.
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reactor designs are positive under a wider range of such conditions because

of the lack of a "cancelling effect" from substantial resonance absorption

of neutrons at higher temperatures (here shown as ^p /9t, the "Doppler
1

Effect"). Then the necessary shut-down time for the first two reactors is

likely to be less, either because of less chance of meltdown or of having to

close down the reactor at T > T to prevent such core meltdown. This is

shown by considering in MW^ = aK^F^that a = oc^^'*'^ vith x = -(AT/t)(1 + | ),

the product of the temperature variant and one plus the elasticity of power

with respect to temperature, as in the liquid metal production function.

The lowest values of i in the range 1200 to 2500 MW^ are for the steam

cooled and liquid metal breeders with the gas cooled reactor reaching much

higher values. To scale capacity in terms of relative reliability, con-

sider 1= -.013 for the steam cooled reactor and | = -.008 for the gas re-

actor; then e is 3 per cent larger for the first reactor than for the other

reactor type. The production function for the steam cooled breeder reactor

is then, with a^ to scale for outputs less than 2500 MW^̂

while the gas cooled fast breeder is

MW = (.l69)K^-'^V°'°'^e(-^^/^)(l- -^QS)

The two types of fast reactors require different amounts of both K, F

for given thermal megawatts of capacity, and with differing degrees of

reliability.

•^ Cf. M. Dalle- Donne, op. cit ., Table k for Doppler Coefficients and K. Cohen,

and C. P. O'Neill, op. cit ., p. 91 and Table 2 for Doppler Coefficients for

the liquid metal fast breeder reactor shown in the General Electric Design

Study.
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A Summary View of 1980-1990 Production Functions

There are indications even in an outline of production functions that

the technologies of the different breeder reactors are quite different. This

is shovra both in individual observations of MW , K and F, and in the effects

of increasing inputs K, F on the scale of output MW .

The design studies on which the functions have been based were not

"optimized," in the sense of showing the least-cost combinations of capital

and fuel for given capacity and factor prices, but they were in search of a

best design in this sense. They seem to indicate, at the least, minimum

amounts of capital for one or another given amount of fuel and given thermal

capacity and core temperature. But, as limited as this may be, the com-

binations of K and F chosen for 2500 to 2600 MW in the three types of

breeders show differences in technology. The liquid sodium system seems

more "capital using" than the steam cooled system, given that both more

capital and a higher ratio of capital to fuel is required in the first of .

these types. The gas system seems more "capital using" than either, in the

K/F definition of that term, given that it is a net fuel producer from the

beginning.

In moving from small to large scales of operation, the liquid metal

fast breeder requires much smaller additions to capital and fuel than do the

other two reactors. If capacity is increased to the 2500 MW level from

half this amount in a design reactor, the accompanying increase in capital

and fuel is no more than k9 per cent (given that the increase in inputs a

35
Even though the core temperature may dictate a suboptimal combination of
these two types of inputs.
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equal A*^ = 2.0, and p' + t- ' = h-.O, then A = 1.^9). The increase in re-

quirements for the steam cooled reactor is IU7 per cent of the half scale

capital and fuel when moving to this higher level of capacity (for P +^^^0.9,

then A = 2.47). The gas cooled reactor produces capacity with additions to

inputs between these two patterns, since an increase of 65 per cent of K, F

is required for a 100 per cent increase in MW . The economies of full scale

accruing to liquid metal are large, to gas are smaller but existent, and to

steam are non-existent.

These are initial impressions. A study of the behavior of these pro-

duction functions given expected ranges of factor prices can indicate the

differences in technologies more clearly. The terms of reference are the

costs of producing output -- of additional capacity to product thermal

energy -- from the different systems.

From Production Functions to Marginal Costs of Fast Breeder Capacity

The companies with these production functions are in the business

of designing and constructing fast breeder reactors for sale. The sales

involve costs for design and construction, and these costs are determined

by the amount of new capacity that can be provided from given amounts of

inputs. But the production functions are not the only determinants of

costs for the reactor manufacturers. The levels of prices for capital

components and for uranium and plutonium fuel have as important effects

upon the costs of this new capacity.

Once the technology and basic design for the type of reactor is

available, a plant can be constructed at various sizes from one megawatt

to pore than 25OO thermal megawatts; the cost of adding one plant's capacity
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of emy size within the technology is the "marginal cost of capacity." The

choices of the reactor manufacturer at each size center on specific tempera-

ture and pressure conditions within wide limits set by the general designs.

To minimize costs of providing capacity — where this depends not only on

capital but also the present value of the stock of fuel — a design ratio

of inputs has to be determined and then the scale of all inputs found.

The decision depends both on factor prices and the dimensions of the pro-

duction functions: Total costs C = P "K + Pp*F depend on capital and fuel

prices F^, Pp and the quantities K, F constrained by the production function

MW^ = a K F . The least-cost combination of K F is given by the partial
I

differentials of C* = P^'K + P^-F i- (MW - aK^ F^ ) where these par-

tials are equal to zero; the level of minimum total costs in keeping with

this combination is defined as

The marginal costs of providing thermal capacity in this technology are

then C** for the marginal plant, or C**/MW per kilowatt for this last

plant in the production line.

The marginal costs of additional thermal capacity in a Liquid Metal

Fast Breeder Reactor in the 1980's should follow from the constraints in the

production function outlined in the previous pages and from factor prices

forecast in the General Electric and Westinghouse design studies. The

production function values a = 6.2(l0"°), P ' + >]/' = k.O have been found in

the sensitivity analysis of fuel power and plant size. The unit price of
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capital EP/ ZQ = $10 Is derived from the same studies, apparently from

straightforward extrapolation of present prices of components. The price

per kilogram of fuel, not so straightforward, follows from adding fabrication,

recovery, and uranium costs to the price of $10 per gram for plutonium

where all of these are forecast from very slight alterations of present

conditions. These costs apply to the axial and radial blankets of uranium

required for breeding around the plutonium core as well, so that total ex-

penditures on all fertile and fissile material are divided by the number

of kilograms of plutonium in the initial blanket to approximate a unit

expenditure on fuel. This fuel price is $21.2 per gram, or $21.2 (lo3) per

kilogram of plutonium.

These estimators a, 3 , \1; , Pj,, Pj. show what it would cost to con-

struct the General Electric type of Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor in

the middle 1980's. With the general design of this plant as outlined, then

onemDre of the smallest plants (156 MW^) would cost $228 per thermal kilo-

watt of capacity. A second alternative might be to construct a 312 MW.

plant; here the cost is $135 per thermal kilowatt for this slightly larger

plant. Moving to even larger scales reduces the cost from $135 "to $29 per

kilowatt at the 25OO MW^ limit of technology.

Economies of scale in the liquid metal reactor are not duplicated

in the Steam Cooled Breeder Reactor. For the same mid-1980 's conditions

as in the design IMFBR, the steam cooled breeder shows much lower costs per

kilowatt for small plants but higher costs per unit of capacity for the

largest plant. These estimates are shown in Table lU — for the 156 megawatt

thermal reactor, the steam cooled breeder promises marginal costs of $l6,

but for larger reactors these costs increase to $28 at 125O MW and $37 per
t
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that size, emd 30 per cent less than the marginal costs for the steaxn

cooled breeder of that size . Marginal costs are higher in small scale gas

reactors, as in the liquid metal design type, but not to the same extent. The

marginal costs at 156 MW. sire $55 per thermal kilowatt in the gas cooled

reactor as compared to $217 in the liquid metal reactor. Moving back from

optimal thermal capacity to lower levels of capacity in these two types

of fast reactor increases costs at the margin because a number of capital

items have to be present in the system regardless of size . The number of

capital items held constant is not as large in the gas cooled as in the

liquid metal reactor but is greater them in the steam cooled breeder which

can be scaled down to size in all items. As a result, the gas cooled breeder

has marginal costs that are between those of the liquid metal and stesim

fast reactors at all sizes

.

These are forecast costs resulting from expected input factor

prices and from the production functions implied by the major design

studies. They may very well not be realized forecasts, given variations

in either price or productivity conditions from those specified. Reason-

able or probable veiriations in prices would reduce these costs. Variations

in operating performance could increase them very slightly.
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The price of a unit of capital is based on implicit assumptions of

productivity change in the industries supplying components between the middle

1960's and the middle 1980's. A decline in components or material prices

— in 1965 dollars — of one per cent per annum seems as likely as the

negligible decline expected in the design studies. Then IP/lQ = 9(lO )

rather than ip/iQ = 10 because of the "learning by fabricating" experience

of suppliers of common components, similar to that most obvious in the early

and middle history of the light water reactor programs.

The forecast price of a unit of fissile fuel in the inventory specified

for the production function depends directly on assumptions as to fabrication

and recovery charges, and as to the prices per gram of uranium and plutonium

in the 1985-1999 markets for these fuels. The fabrication and recovery

charges are not likely to vary from those compatible with competition in

fabrication services and constant unit costs; these are the assumptions im-

plicit in the General Electric fuel prices. But the prices of plutonium

and uranium compounds in the fuel core may well vary from the $10 per gram

for the first and $8 per pound for the second.

The purchases of initial inventories of plutoniiom and uranium for

liquid metal fast breeders will take place in fuel markets quite different

from those operating at present, and perhaps quite different from those en-

visioned for the mid-1980's. This can be seen even from a cursory review of

^7
These forecasts are made in M. C. McNally, et al., Liquid Metal Fast

Breeder Reactor Design Study (GEA.P-Uiil8), op. cit .. Section 2.6.3.

They were made on "a dollars/pound basis with the applicable unit cost

varying with complexity and functional requirement ..." (2-200) on what
seem to be very conservative expectations for improvements in these
supplying industries.
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38
forecast supply and demand conditions.

The supply conditions may not be different from the forecasts to date.

The country's known reserves of uranivun, and the stocks of plutonium in the

hands of the Atomic Energy Commission, will be drawn upon to provide new in-

ventory. The rate at which additions and withdrawals of natural or manu-

factured reserves takes place will depend upon the prices offered for fuel

oxides or carbides by the equipment manufacturers or the electric generating

companies. Natural reserves have accumulated in the last few years as a

result of very few significant discoveries; "in the period 1952-58, U.S.

uraniian reserves have increased from approximately k,000 tons to something

in excess of l80,000 tons of U Oo ... the large reserves of Ambrosia Lake

rrn

The demand conditions are discussed in more than cursory detail later in
this chapter, since they derive directly from the demand for fast breeder
reactors. These rough indications precede a formal analysis of the inter-
actions between fuel prices and final demand prices for electricity. Ex-

tensive additional research has to be completed before a formal model of
the two interrelated markets can be constructed for forecasting purposes.
But the model might follow this outline: assume that the quantity of
nuclear fuel "F" available for processing in any one year is

(1) F = a + bP„ + cZ,
r

where P is the price offered for newly-mined output^and Z is the stock
of known reserves. The aggregate demand for these F = f(P„> Pj-> R) as

determined by the prices of fuel and capital, and the revenues R from sale
of the capacity made available by the fuel. The demand price is equal to
the value

(2) v= (^r/5f)= {dE/^m)(am/^F)
from the purchase of these supplies; when V = P„ the purchasers minimize
capacity costs and set optimal (profit) levels of nuclear capacity. Then

p^ = ^ "
^

" ^^
from (1) and P = (3R/9m)Omi/^ F) from (2) for each

buyer, or ^ "
^

" ^^
= (pP/^ MW) ( S'MW/5'F). With ^MW/<$'F = tMW/P

from the production function, F(F - a - cZ) = \^MW(<$' R/^ M) and F = F

can be determined frcsn the forecasts of (a) reserves, (b) the production
function, and (c) final electricity revenues R. The volume of fuel F_
can be then used to forecast price P from equation (l) or (2).
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in New Mexico, Big Indian Wash in Utah, and the Gas Hills and Shirley Basin

39
in Wyoming were "being developed. An extrapolation of this early experience

indicates that substantial additions will be made to reserves before the middle

1970 's: "the number of discoveries that were made over a short period of time

and with little exploration background strongly supports the position that

there is much more uranium to be found in this country and that, given a

ko
market, it will be found." Industry and Atomic Energy Commission estimates

of supply — including those undiscovered but existing reserves -- center on

500,000 tons of uranium oxide which could be produced and sold at a price of

$10 per pound or under. Further additions to supply can be had at higher

prices: the assessments of reserves are generally based upon a direct re-

lationship between greater expenditures on exploration and development in

prospect of high uranium prices and additions to the supply of uranium

oxide; they indicate a direct relationship log Z = a + bP, where Z is tons

of uranium oxide, and P is the price of this oxide per pound, with estimates

close to Log Z = -^.5 + -OSp when only tonnage from "proved reserves'" or

"quite likely reserves" is included.

39Atomic Industrial Forum, U.S. Uranium Reserves; A Report by the Committee
on Mining and Milling (August 1966 ), page 2.

^°Ibid.

hi
Ibid ., where i*-25,000 tons are expected to be available and U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, The I967 Supplement to the I962 Report to the President
on Civilian Nuclear Power (February 1967)> page 6, where $25,000 tons are
"reasonably assured" and "estimated additional" for less than $10 per
pound U-Oq.

42
These estimates are implicit in S. Golan, et al., "Uranium Utilization
Patterns in a Free and Expanding Nuclear Economy Based on Sodium Cooled
Reactors, " (presented at an Atomic Industrial Forum Conference, November
27, 1962), Figure 5, Uranium Reserves and Resources in the U.S.A., page 11.

But they are not inconsistent with the AEC and Atomic Industrial Forum
estimates. Optimistic forecasts of future discoveries increase the
supplies at relevant prices so that log Z = -.83 + O.I6P, or at $10/pound,
to 10 tons.
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There is less agreement on forecasts of the supply of plutonium fuel

or the nature and extent of demands for these two inputs fuels. Both depend

on forecasts of the demands for electricity in the last quarter of this

centuri^, and on the share of generating capacity in alternative fossil and

nuclear fueled systems. There are a number of such forecasts, some of which

differ by one- half from the highest conceivable values for either electricity

generating capacity or the share of capacity dedicated to nuclear facilities.

Even an estimate in the middle of the range shows that plutonium prices are

not likely to stay as high as $10/gram. The construction of additional

thermal reactor capacity should lead to more than 100,000 MW in place by the

middle 1980's; each megawatt, given present patterns of in- core fission and

energy conversion, should produce more than .3 kilograms of plutonium per

year so that close to 30 metric tons of plutonium should be available each

kk
year for use either in defense systems or in new breeder reactors. Ey the

mid- 1980's there should be more than I50 tons from acciimulation over the

previous I5 years. Total supplies of natural and by-product fuel then would

come to i4-50,000 tons of uranium and perhaps another I50 tons of plutonium

•^The construction and use of long term demand forecasts is the subject of

the following section; only a single forecast in the middle of those con-

sidered most conceivable is discussed here, because the resulting factor

prices and marginal costs of capacity are not particularly sensitive to

the forecast.

The projections of installed capacity range from 80,000 to 110,000 MW in

the Atomic Energy Commission, The I967 Supplement to the I962 Report to

the President on Civilian Nuclear Power, to more than 125,000 MW by the

General Electric Company (Ibid ., page Ik), The two numbers braclet the

Edison Electric Institute forecast of 109,000 to 117,000 MW but exclude

the Westinghouse forecast of more than 150,000 MW for total installed

nuclear capacity. (ibid.) This last forecast selms less probable,

particularly in the absence of theoretical apparatus to support it.

Where a ton of plutonium has energy equivalent to 6OO tons of uranium,

this would come to 90,000 additional tons of uranium.
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at prices close to $8 per pound of uraniiom oxide and $10 per gram of plutonium.

The demands for nuclear fuel are derived from final demand in the markets

for electricity and from the costs of alternative fuel systems. The greater

the utilization of energy in the form of electricity in the last quarter of

the century, the greater the demands for nuclear fuel. But these demands

also depend upon the prices of fossil and hydroelectric energy sources to

produce this electricity through alternative means, and ultimately on the price

of the nuclear fuel and capital themselves. The highest and least elastic

demand -- ignoring the substitution of other inputs for nuclear fuel, and

indirect substitution of other forms of energy for electricity resulting from

higher fuel prices -- would consist of projected high output of electricity

times the fuel/output ratio given by advanced technology. Electricity output

has been widely and optimistically forecast at close to 8,000 billion kilowatt

hours per year and this output would require I5OO thousand electrical megawatts

of capacity by the year 2000. More than 6OO thousand electrical megawatts

of nuclear capacity would have to be constructed if most new capacity were to

be dedicated to nuclear equipment. Different fast breeder reactor types require

h6
At higher prices, the stocks increase -- for uranium, at the rate of a factor
of 10 for every $1 per pound increase in the oxide price, for plutonium at an
undetermined rate.

Cf. Atomic Energy Commission, op. cit .. Table k, for six separate and independent
forecasts of electric utility generation in the United States in I98O and 2000;
cf . Table 6 for the Atomic Energy Commission capacity projections for nu lear
plants that are required to generate this output from nuclear power sources.
The assumption that nuclear plants must be the primary form of additiona capa-
city is critical; it denies technical progress in and intensified compet tion
from fossil f^iel soutaes.
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different amounts of plutonium, as has been shown in the basic designs for

the 1,000 MW plants; the present value of the stock of fuel in LMFBR is
e

558 kilograms for 1,000 MW , but for the steam cooled breeder the stock is

25UO kilograms and the gas breeder stock is -350 kilograms. Capital/fuel

48
ratios then vary with the type of reactor but assuming a uniform distribution

of plant sizes over reactor types, the fuel/capacity ratio might be close

to 900 kilograms per 1000 MW , so that the forecast additions to capacity

would require 5^0,000 kilograms or 5^0 metric tons of plutonium if all

additions were fast breeders over the period I98O-2OOO.

Supply in this very simple and highly nuclear- centered model of fuel

markets then consists of more than ^50^000 tons of uranium and I50 tons of

plutonium at prices forecast in the design studies at the time of initiation

of construction of breeder capacity in the middle 1980's. The plutonium

content should equal I50 tons at the start, but should be increased by 30- tons

per annum if thermal capacity installed before I985 is maintained. Over the

two decades from I98O to 2000, then, the supply of plutonium should exceed

600 tons at forecast prices.

The demands for uranium for thermal capacity are equivalent to the expected

supplies at approximately the forecast price. The maintenance of 100,000 MW

of thermal capacity installed before I985 (by replacement with more sophisti-

cated plants in the last I5 years of the century) should generate demands for

k8
And, as has been shown in the estimation of the production function, with
the specific power of the individual reactor itself.
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roughly 2 tons per electrical megawatt or 200,000 tons of natural supplies.

Uranium requirements for blsmket supplies accompanying the plutonium core

and fast breeders, and non-commercial demands, ought to fill out aggregate

demands to rough equality with the lt-50,000 ton natural supplies at prices

bringing forth these supplies.

This is a "strong" demand, "weak" supply forecast, however. Equally

reasonable assumptions imply that plutonium demands may well fall short

of forecast supplies. Reasonably optimistic demands for fast breeders

should exceed 600 thousand megawatts of capacity, to be sure; but con-

centration on IMFBR and GCBR types -- and not SCBR reactors — would re-

duce plutonium requirements to roughly 100 kilograms per 1000 MWg or 60 tons

over a twenty-year period. On the supply side, faster construction of

light XJBter capacity adds to the annual additions of plutonium so as to

accumulate more than 600 tons. Since the accumulation is assumed to take

place as a by-product from energy production in thermal reactors, addi-

tions are price insensitive. As a consequence, the demands for this fuel

could very likely fall short of supplies in the future. Even the optimistic

forecasts of electricity and nuclear plant utilization might not lead to

forecasts for enough fuel demand to clear the market at the $10/gram price;

the price might well have to be lower, with the limit at a nominal level

of $1 per gram.

These demands account for the present value of net plutonium inventory
in breeders under extremely expansive conditions, but not for the initial
inventories. These first core requirements No are greater than

F = No [1-fi (^^/ - 1)2: (1 + r)"^ las has been seen. But the greater in-

place requirements on the first round can more than be met from the large

stock accumulated before 1985 given that fast breeders are accepted at an

increasing rate . The equivalent of a plutonium futures market has to hold
(footnote continued)
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Prices of capital as low as 9(lO ) dollars and fuel of 13.l(lO'^)

dollars — the latter as a result of a short-fall of demand equal to roughly

l/lO of the stock of accumulated plutoniiom — have differing effects upon

the marginal costs of capacity in the three types of reactors. Liquid

Metal Fast Breeder Reactors cost 80 ^ as much at the margin if both of

these price reductions are realized as in the case of the forecast prices.

L.wer fuel prices reduce marginal costs by roughly $2k per thermal kilowatt

for the small I56 MW reactor, by $8 per thermal kilowatt for the medium

sized 625 MW.J. reactor, and only $3 per kilowatt for the full-scale 25OO mega-

watt thermal plant. The lowering of price per unit of capital has less

of an effect, since the reduction in costs at the margin for the smaller

plant is only ^ik per kilowatt and for the larger plant is $2 per kilowatt;

the effects of both reductions are marginal costs veirying between $190 per

kilowatt at 156 MW^ and $2^4- per kilowatt at 250O W^(as shown in Table 15 ).

The costs of the steam-cooled breeder system are not expected to be re-

duced at all. The low fuel efficiency in this system is responsible for

large inventory requirements -- so large that the requirements would out-

strip the accumulated volume of plutonium preceding the installation of

any large number of steam cooled breeders. (Only if the steam system

were integrated into a larger breeder program so that it provided a small

these stocks for the first few years, then dedicate them in the middle
years, then be replaced by newly-bred plutonium in the operating fast

reactors in the last years of the century. This optimal pattern would
follow from an Atomic Energy Commission policy of holding stocks so that
the present values of all futxire sales prices were the same. To the con-

treiry, a policy of dumping at extremely low prices in the 1980's, coupled
with the absence of a market for secondhand plutonium, could lead to

prices higher than $10/gr£im in the late 1990's. Irrational stock release

and hindrance of markets could create "shortage"; but this seems not as

conceivable, and far more reversible, than a simple supply-demand mechanism.
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Table I5

Marginal Costs of Capacity From "Low" Fuel and Capital Input Prices

Thermal Megawatts
of Capacity
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system as in every other; in this case marginal costs fall below those

at either the new or old fuel prices to $50 per kilowatt for I56 MW.

,

$32 per kilowatt for 625 MW. ^ and $20 per kilowatt at the largest size

of 2500 MW^.

The marginal costs of the three reactor types are brought closer

together as a result of the hypothesized lower factor prices. The steam-

cooled breeder, given exceedingly low capital expenditures for small

capacity,, continues to have forecast costs of capacity of $20 - $2k per

thermal kilowatt for plants of less than I25O thernial megawatts. The

marginal costs of the other two systems are still higher, up to this size,

but now the GCBR has lower costs at I25O MW. and the LMFBR has 50 per

cent lower costs at 250O MW+. The reduced factor prices and marginal

costs, to the extent that they occur, in part dispell the superiority

of any particular reactor in costs at the margin over the whole range of

relevant sizes

.

There are variations in operating performance to account for in cost

terms as well as variations in factor prices. The performance variations

result from random and short-lived surges of temperature and pressure

through the coolant system. The effects of temperature transients are shown

-(xlT/T)(l+ I )
in the exponential term e in the production function, and

these are transmitted to msurginal costs as reduced factor productivity.

Little can be done to forecast these effects. The temperature transients

may be so frequent as to cause variations in capacity two-thirds of the

time; more likely, their frequency would not extend beyond 10 per cent of
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the time and their level beyond 500 in fuel cores attaining 4500 F. Then

o
a 500 increase in temperature vrould reduce a by 12 per cent which would

increase marginal costs by .3 per cent at all levels of capacity over the

lifetime of a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor plant. The increase in

costs in the Steam Cooled Breeder Reactor would be somewhat higher — by

1.8 per cent of full utilization costs for the same lifetime frequency of

temperature variation — because of the greater relative Importance of the

constant term in setting the level of marginal cost. The gas cooled breeder

reactor could experience costs .b per cent greater because of these temperature

transients. Then the lower range of expected marginal costs for adding to

capacity in each type of reactor is shown by the estimates in Table 6-3>

and the upper range is shown by the target costs in the design studies in

Tables 6-1 and 6-2 where all estimates arfe increased to .3 per cent higher

cost in the LMFBR, 1.8 per cent higher cost in the SCBR, and .8 per cent

higher cost in the GCBR.

Other aspects of performance are far less predictable. The production

functions may turn out to be a great deal different from those stated here —

either more or less output may be attained from given levels of capital and

fuel inputs. But there is no way to assess results contrary to those im-

plied by the design studies. The marginal costs of building and operating

breeder capacity have to be assumed to be as shown by the forecast production

functions and factor prices.

These are the cost effects from building a breeder reactor of one type

or another; but how many breeders will be constructed in the 1980' s and 1990 's?

The answer depends upon the demand for electric generating equipment, the

demand for nuclear reactors, and the demand for specific breeder types.
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Forecasts of the Demand for Nuclear Reactors

The contracts for fast breeder reactors which will follow on the

successful operation of demonstration plants may encompass all of the new

commitments for nuclear capacity and even some of those for fossil fuel

plants. But there is some chance that they will be very few in number, and

only for the rare plant built to the largest possible scale for base load

electric generation in large cities. The choice of a nuclear plant, of a

fast breeder, and of the type of fast breeder, will depend on the objectives

of the electric generating companies and the prices of the various alter-

native sellers.

The buyer of electric generating facilities is a corporation of great

complexity with objectives both so diverse and obscure that widely different

purchase patterns for new equipment all seem appropriate. The equipment

selected has evidenced the search for more efficient means to produce

electricity and to meet both expanded and varying demands; at least the re-

sults of new plant and equipment have iticluded an annual rate of productivity

improvement of approximately 5.5 per cent since 1900, "more than three times

the rate of increased productivity for the economy as a whole" and at the

same time "production has increased at about twice the rate of increase in

overall industrial production," Yet the companies have departed from an

exclusive interest in the least cost plant. Thermal reactors purchased in

the early and middle 1960'8, at the demonstration pr post-demonstration

stage, had costs per kilowatt for construction and thermal efficiency

•^ The Federal Power ComMssion, National Power Survey (U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington: October, 1964), p. 10,
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ratings which resulted in net expenditures per kilowatt hour of generation

far greater than those in fossil fuel facilities which could have been con-

structed at the same location. The companies have constmcted experimental

or demonstration facilities in a number of instances other than when involved

in new reactors. The new systems have generally had greater risk of temporary

suspension of operations or even of long-term failure. This has been seen

not only in the case of nuclear reactors — in particular, in the suspension

of operations at the high- temperature gas reactor plant in Pennsylvania or -the

liquid metal fast reactor in Detroit — but also in the newer regional inter-

change systems where the result has been higher levels of system performance

with higher risk of area-wide failure.

A rationalization of these diverse policies follows from treating

electric generating companies as profit-making firms subject to severe re-

strictions on the decisions most greatly affecting such profits. The profits

of the company generate the funds for survival; the greater their total

\t - R - C }, with R equal to receipts and C expenditures on all inputs for

providing MW of capacity, the greater the chance that questions of survival

will be replaced by those on system growth. But state and local regulatory

commissions and the Federal Power Commission set maximum levels for profits

per unit of capital investment K so that (R - C)/K < r, the allowed rate of

return. Then purchases of equipment and fuel must be for the purpose of

minimizing costs subject to constraints provided by technology and by

regulations which emphasize buying capital K to increase profits (R - c).

Coneiaer costs C = f(p,, K, p, , F) subject to X,(K, F) for the generating

company's production function and \ KR - C)/K - rj for profit regulation.
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The minimiim cost condition for the amount that the buyer will pay p^ for

capital K is not the equality of p with value of marginal product

[{^W^ MW)(9MW/3K)} but with the weighted average of this value product

and the allowed rate of return r. The weighting given to r depends on

marginal changes in (R - C/ K) allowed as a result of more expenditures on

capital inputs — the greater the change in the allowed rate of return from

additional dollars of capital costs, the greater the offer price for more

equipment

.

The analysis shows the difference between the purchase pattern of a

generating company and any other company not under a profit constraint.

More is used of capital relative to fuel in the regulated firm; in fact,

the producing facilities are capital using and fuel saving even if the

total costs of generation are increased thereby. With equipment as the

favored input, those items promising lower fuel costs in the future would

be even more favored. With research expenditures consisting only of capital

— or as costs amortized as capital costs according to the rules of the

^Setting the partial differentials of C(p , K, p, , F) + An (K, F) +

;^ (R - C/K - r) equal to zero — to minimize costs — results in an ex-

pression for p in terms of ( a R/a MW)( 3MW/<5 K), P\ , X , and r that is

additive for the marginal product and the rate of return, with the additive
weights given by the constraints A , A-- Here X = - 3C/3r the in-

verse of ''profits allowed to be earned on codts..'"

The expression for the offer price for fuel P is in terms of the sales

value of this input's marginal product times the ratio of the constraints

-A-j^/(l' + X^)-3he ratio of marginal products ( SMW^/ ^ K)/ (a MW / ^F) is not

equal to p /p, as in the case of unconstrained profit maximization but

rather is equal to Pn/P.^ •*" [X^/i^^ ' ^^^^^/^2^' ^^ilven, thajti .. ...

dC / 3 T = - A^,^hBntnis last term is positive and relative capital -

fuel factor prices are lower than in the absence of the constraint.
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regulatory commissions — then research programs promising reduced costs

are the most favored of all.

Past forecasts of demand for nuclear generating plants have not taken

account of these characteristics of the buyers. The procedure for fore-

casting demand for reactors nas been to predict the total amount of elec-

tricity to be generated, and to follow this with an assessment of the

nuclear share of output and thus of capacity. Most individual forecasts

have not departed very far from this procedure. Total generation has been

estimated from multiplying forecast future per capita electricity consump-

tion by forecast population, where the two forecasts follow from extrapo-

lating the trend of past values or from assuming that the growth of total

kilowatt hours bears a direct relation to the growth of Gross National

Product. The nuclear share has been derived from assiaming that nuclear

plants replace each potential fossil fuel plant with projected costs above

those from nuclear operations: by adding up the capacities of these potential

fossil plants with costs that are "too high, " an estimate is obtained of the

substitute nuclear capacity, and then of the nuclear share of total capacity.

The forecasts have not recognized much of an economic analysis even

in the most domplei :of calculations. The explicit variables affecting total

electricity generation have been population and per capita money income. An

inverse relation between capacity and electricity price -- an implication of

the marginal productivity theory — has not usually been taken into account.

Moreover, even though the general procedure has assumed that electricity

capacity was free of any price effects, it has also assumed that the nuclear

share of capacity was determined only by price since electricity generation
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was 100 per cent nuclear wherever and Whenever nuclear plant

prices were lower, and 100 per cent fossil when fossil prices were lower.

Past forecasts have been less than accurate as well — at least when

those setting out estimates for early commitments are measured against actual

commitments for capacity to be constructed before 19Y0. Total commitments by

generating companies to nuclear plants in 1Q61 csinfe to more tha^O 21.1 thqusandelectrica

megawatts to be constructed before the end of 1970. Three forecasts are

representative of the tendency so far to underestimate these commitments.

53
First, Mr. Philip Sporn predicted in 1959 that total generation from

9
fission reactors would reach 150 x 10 kwh by 1975; if this production comes

from base load plants operating 7,000 hours each year, then 21.3 thousand electrical

megawattb of capacity will be required. This is a modest requirement --so

modest that no additional capacity would have to be built between 1970 and

1975* Second, K. M. Mayer in 1958 used the 195i<- FPC regional projections

53
'Cf. the testimony of Mr. Philip Sporn in U.S. Congress, Energy Resources
and Technology entitled The Role of Energy and of Electric Energy in the
United states , pp. J6 et seq. His projection is based upon a demand for
Kilowatt hours of electricity and a nuclear portion of capacity to satisfy
that demand. Total demand, depends on a population "for 1975 ••• of ^ho
million, which is the average of the two highest census bureau projections
for that year, " and Gross National Product at "a long term growth rate at

3.5^ to 1975, or 850 billion 1957 dollars by that year." (ibid .). The
result is a projection of two thousand billion kilowatt hours as the
country's electricity requirements in 1975 • The author estimates that
150 billion kilowatt hours, or 7*5 per cent, will be generated by nuclear
power to that date Dut that, "atomic power will be able, on an economic
basis, to assume the burden" in the 1975-2000 so as to provide for 75
per cent of the increase in generation. This is the extent of the
analytical undeirplnnings for the projection.

5k
Cf . Karl M. Mayer, "Regional Aspects of Nuclear Power, " Appendix 8 of
Nuclear Energy and the United States Fuel Economy, 1955- 19o0 by Perry D.

Teitelbaum (National Planning Association, Washington, D.C.). The
assumption here is perfect substitution between nuclear and other energy

(continued)
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and "competitive cost thresholds" for nuclear power of 5-12 mills/ kwh to

9 9
predict nuclear generation of '(,ii x 10 kwh in 1965 and kk.6 x 10 kwh in

1970. If nuclear is assumed to be in the base load, then the projections of

regional cap^lty to produce theae klldwiatt hours Uillbe a total of 6,333 electrical

megawatts in 1970; but this again comes to far less than presently out-

standing contracts for 1970 nuclear capacity. Third, the Atomic Energy

Commission, while generally providing the most optimistic estimates of the

long-term share or nuclear in total power production, also has underestimated

the short-term additions to nuclear capacity. The 1962 Report on Civilian

Nuclear Power contains an estimate of 1, 35O megawatts nuclear capacity for

1965 and 5,000 MW for 1970. The first has not been exceeded — since in-

stalled capacity was 1,060 MW at the end of that year — but capacity

operating, under construction, or committed for future construction has

exceeded the second amount" four times over.

Any number of reasons can be found for the tendency to underpredlct

i960 to 1970 growth in capacity. The exact cause cannot be researched iln

Footnote 5^ continued
sources, with the purchase of 100 per cent nuclear facilities if fossil

costs exceed the nuclear costs. The author identifies "the nuclear

competitive threshold in each region as that nuclear power cost necessary

in order to displace one billion kilowatt hours per year of conventional

generation." (page l62). The thresholds varied between 5 mills per kilowatt

hour in Federal Power Commission region VIII and 12 mills per kilowatt hour

in regions I and IV In 4.965. The author forecasted that generating costs

in that year would oe approximately 11 mills per kilowatt hour in plants

of 50 megawatt size or over and 16 mills per Kilowatt hour in smaller

plants, so that the competitive threshold would have been reached only in

regions I and IV and duplicated only in region III.

''cr. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Civilian Nuclear Power : the 1967

Supplement to the 19b2 Report to the President (February, I967), pp. 19-

^0, where this early forecast has been revised in Keeping with new commit-

ments, but the forecast technique has not been noticeably revised.
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detail here, but it is clear that both the relative prices of nuclear fuel

and capital, and the effect these have on the nuclear share of capacity, were

over-estimated. Nuclear prices were expected to result in generating costs

greater than 6 mills per kwh and the nuclear share of demand was expected to

be zero where fossil luel plants resulted in lower costs. Both were wrong:

nuclear plants have experienced lower prices in the last two to three years; but

when they had higher prices than fossil plants, then nuclear plants were still

chosen over the fossil- fueled facilities.

A more complete demand analysis is necessary to forecast even the most

current behavior of buyers. The accuracy of longer term forecasts can be im-

proved by constructing a model from all of this decade's experience with

nuclear energy. The resulting analytical frameworK -- revised to account

for the results of testing — can then be used as the basis in forecasting

nuclear capacity and production for I980-20OO.

Consider that total new nuclear and fossil fuel burning capacity M

in megawatts installed in a given year depends upon the forecast average

annual expenditure per kilowatt on plant and equipment P, and the forecast

average price of fuel p per kixowatt hour generated in the lifetime of that

equipment. The expectation is that M = f(P, p) is in accord with the law

of declining demand for capital inputs in production — or that installed

facilities are more extensive where factor prices are lower.

The additions to capacity depend not only on the price for new

capacity — in this case, on capital ana fuel expenditures in the equip-

ment lifetime -- but also on the markets for electricity. Sales of elec-

tricity increase with the growth of population, with increased incomes of

consumers or -- as a result of higher income — with the growth of equipment
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to use the energy; they are limited by higher prices for this output. Then

the demand for capacity can oe considered to depend on the long-run demand for

electricity Q= f (P , Y, R) with P the price of electricity expected over the

lifetime of the plant, Y the per capita real income, R the projected population

in retail electricity markets; and the annual additions to capacity M would

depend upon the year-to-year differences in E following from price, income,

and population changes. This relation can he taken into account by including

estimates of year-to-year changes (termed (90/ 5 t or Q equal to

3 f (P , Y, R)/':t) in the demand for capacity so that M = f(P, p, Q).

Additions to generating capacity each year are required not only to

meet expanded demands for electricity, but merely to maintain the stock of

generating equipment. Depreciation of present equipment results in reductions

of stock each year which depend upon the amount of the previous accumulation

of equipment; if this reduction is M , the M = f(k) where k is the total

accumulation of capital during previous years of electricity generation. The

demand for capacity includes both M and M since replacement is required before

expansion. Then total demand M = f (P, p, Q, k) where the megawatts of new

capacity include both those for expansion and those for replacement of worn

out equipment.

The demand function M = f (P, p, Q, k) can be estimated with data on

prices, energy output and capital stock. Each observation could appropriately

consist of behavior during a single year in the post World War II period, and

least squares regressions of the functional relationships could be computed

from these observations. This procedure results in choosing the functional

form that minimizes the sum of squared deviations of equation from actual
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values of M for the recent past. Forecasts of future capacity are then made by

inserting estimates of the future values of these determining variables into

the fitted demana function. Some estimates of future values are exogenous to

this investigation, such as those for income and population, and are the product

of intensive research elsewhere so that they can be used readily here; but the

electricity price estimates have to be constructed from the average of past

experience with technical change and consequent cost and price reductions in

this industry.

The share of future demand for capacity going to nuclear plants depends

on relative capital and fuel prices, but to a degree yet to be determined.

Nuclear facilities should be installed when nuclear capital and fuel costs

are less than those from fossil fuel plants with the same designated lifetime

capacities. But nuclear facilities also are expected to be installed when

their costs are not less because of preference for the higher capital content

in nuclear plants — and thus the higher rate base for regulated profits --

or because of preference for more research expenditures embodied in new

facilities. The analysis at this stage must allow for less than perfect

substitutability between types of production facilities; indeed, an attempt

should be made to determine the rate of substitution of nuclear for coal or

oil facilities as a result of changes in relative prices.

The assertion here is that the proportion of new nuclear to total

capacity M /M at any one location depends upon the prices of nuclear equip-

ment P and nuclear fuel p , and upon the prices of the cheapest alternative

fossil equipment P and fuel p . A change in these relative prices should

shift some new plants out of or into the nuclear class, but not all plants;
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and the approxima-*-e extent of the shift can be determined from fitting

the general demand relation M /M = f (P , p , P , p ) to the experience

with nuclear capacity additions in the period I96O-I97O. The computed

equation specifies the nuclear portion of capacity demand now being pur-

chased, so as to provide a framework for forecasting nuclear facilities

to be purchased in the period after introduction of breeders. Forecasts

are obtained from inserting estimates of future prices into this equation

and multiplying the resulting estimate of M /M by total capacity demand.

The initial forecast of the demand for breeder reactors does not

follow the analytical framework in complete detail, because estimates have

not been generated for each specified variable. A shortened version of the

model in keeping with present information has three parts. The first shows

the present demand function and projections of capacity installed in the

1980 's and 1990 's in keeping with this demand function. The second is a

forecast of the nuclear portion of this new capacity. The third is an

assessment of the change in the nuclear portion brought about by the intro-

duction of fast breeder reactors in those two decades. The first is dis-

cussed here, the second and third in the next section of the chapter.

Present demand for thermal megawatts of capacity is obviously related

to the prevailing conditions of factor prices and final electricity

demand. These conditions may not hold in the future, but the functional

relation between capacity demand and prices may be roughly the same now

as in the last twenty years of the century so that the present demand

function can be used with forecast future prices to forecast future addi-

tions to capacity. The measured demands are additions to thermal capacity

in electricity-generating systems within any five-year period. New plants
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added over this period are comparable because they are for the purpose

of meeting future demands for electricity where the future is some years

hence, and trade-offs of present for future plants can be made when there

is lead time in meeting these electricity demands. The additions to capa-

city in particular systems making up a "power pool" should also all be

roughly comparable; the factors affecting additions at one location in

the pool should either be the same as at other locations, or else one of

these acquisitions should be cancelled in favor of the least cost, highest

output acquisition. Then the market for new capacity is roughly bounded

by the limits on power pools and on a five-year period; the relevant markets

in the last few years roughly conform to the nine power regions of the

Edison Electric Institute in the periods I958-I962, I963-I967, and 1968-1972.^

The total megawatts of thermal capacity installed vary from 73 in Region IV"

in 1958-1962, to 15,586 in Region V in 1968-I972 (as shown in Table 16).^'^

The Edison Electric Institute power generating regions are as follows:
I. Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
II. New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania.
III. Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin.
IV. Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas.
V. Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia,

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.
VI. Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi.
VII. Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas.

VIII. Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada.
IX. Washington, Oregon, California.

57
The amounts of capacity installed in each region have been compiled
from the megawatt capacity ratings of all new plants shown in that
period and region by the Federal Power Commission records. The instal-
lations for the period I968-I972 have been compiled from forecasts and
new contracts shown in industry surveys of future demands or from
extrapolating the experience in new contracts for delivery in I968-69
to the entire five-year period.
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Table l6 : Regional Additions to Thermal Capacity and Electricity

Sales Factors, 19^8-1972

Region I

1,307ions to

ity

1962 (MW^)

nal popu- 10, 530
n, i960

of elec- 2.547
ty, i960
WH)

apita 2,42i|

nal income,

($)

II III IV V VI VII VIII IX

10,128 10,251 3,470 6,720 6,2kk 6,539 2,724 8,097

34,287 36,286 15,418 26,094 12,083 17,022 6,913 21,359

2.028 1.747 2.223 1.796 0.848 1.789 1.538 1.357

2570 2385 2068 1833 1478 1809 2094 2607

ions to 1,343 8,137
ity

1967 (MW^)

nal popu- 11,132 36,372
n, 1965

of elec- 2.360 1.895
ty, 1965

apita 2979 3079
nal income,

($)

5,678 3,563 11,414 5,803 5,997 3,613 11,567

38,143 15,878 28,718 12,810 18,529 7,776 24,460

1.664 2.045 1.613 0.879 1.611 1.513 1-273

2964 2587 2354 1905 2217 2477 3244

ions to 6,075
ity
1972 (MW^)

inal popu- 12,136
'n, 1970

I of elec- 2.422
•ty, 1970

•nal per 3,^56 3,572
;a income,

($)

15,715 15,820 5,758 13,113 8,848 12,365 2,305 9,92s

39,685 41,609 17,316 31,33^ 13,976 20,313 8,478 26,68£

1.985 1.592 2.070 1.672 0.693 1.586 1.448 1.37:

3,438 3,001 2,736 2,210 2,572 2,873 3,76;

source: Federal Power Commission, United States Bureau of the Census, and

Bureau of Labor Statistics. The 1970 numbers are forecasts either

equal to 5/2 of the difference between 1965 and 1967 observations

or (in the, case of electricity prices) equal to the 1967 observations.
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The most direct explanation of variation in installed capacity-

is variations in demand for electricity output. If the demand for thermal

capacity is in proportion to electricity output, then the determinants

of electricity demand are those for capacity demand. The three main

determinants are the size of the market for electricity and aggregate in-

come in this market, and the price at which the electricity is sold.

Relating the nine regional levels of population, per capita income, and

prices of electricity sold in each of the five-year periods (in Table 6-k)

to respective additions to thermal cai)acity shows the effect of these

factors. The equation log MW = a + P log P + 7 log(Y/N) + 5 log N

for capacity installations MW, price of electricity PE, per capita income

Y/n, and population N, when fitted to these data by least squares is

log MW = 2.051 - 0.9836 log (P • 1000) + .9579 log(Y/N) + .9039 log(N).

Each of the explanatory variables is statistically significant (in that

the ratio of computed coefficients to standard errors of coefficients

is greater than 2.0) and the three variables together explain approxi-

mately 69.8^ of total variation in installations of thermal megawatts of

capacity (R = .6979). This characterization of capacity demand of elec-

tricity companies is quite generally held: the size of the market — in

income and population dimensions -- if not the price of electricity are

usually assumed to affect the demand for new capacity. But here the extent

of the effects is limited in that price, income, and population elasticities

are all less than l.o, so that any percentage change in one of these

58
variables is not matched ty an equal percentage change in capacity additions.

58
The "elasticity" of demand is defined as the percentage change in
megawatt additions divided by the percentage change in the independent



'\^^ V . 'l.ti,,^.' w-.r>

:.l ...Ji-^i^ !•
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This relation between capacity and determinants of final electricity

sales should continue to hold tnae In the future. There is no reason

for the various elasticities of demand to change, even though there are

reasons to expect different electricity prices, per capita incomes and

regional populations.

Prices of electricity have declined in the past, and it is expected

that they will continue to decline between now and 1985 and thereafter.

Past experience with electricity prices is given by the equation

P = a + a T + Op WPI, where T is annual trend and WPI is the wholesale

price index; least squares regressions of electricity price on trends

and WPI in each region 19^^5-1965 show that the value of (X. was negative

everywhere except in Region IX and that the annual rate of decline varied

from .005 cents per kilowatt hour in Region II to .02 cents per kilowatt

hour in Region IV. Electricity prices for 1985 and subsequent years can

be assumed to be on the separate regression trend lines at the 1965 whole-

sale price index, at T = Ul and subsequent values.

Per capita income can be assumed to increase at a substantial rate.

The United States has experienced additions to each person's income roughly

equivalent to Z,k per cent per annum in the last half-century and, with

increased ability to approach potential full employment output this rate

should be increased to close to 3 per cent in the remaining ye&rs of this

(cont'd, .from p. 70). varieible. pif,: -fot eicamf>le, thelprice elasticity
equals ( oMW/MW)/^P/P) then in the'log MW equatidp this ratio is

3 (log MW)/3i(log P) = p. The estimates of the other elasticities are

the coefficients in the log regression equation; they are all less than
1 or greater than -1. Then the demands are, as a first approximation,
inelastic

.
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59
century. It is assumed that additions of this magnitude are made in

each region to the present per capita income in that region. This

preserves the present income distribution for the rest of the century, and

probably underestimates demand effects (since relatively higher per capita

incomes vill likely occur at the larger centers of population)

.

The population in each power region -- the third independent variable

determining future additions to capacity -- can be assumed to increase

fron roughly 200 million in the United States to more than 266 million in

1985, to more than 3II million in 1995 and to 367 million in 2005 . These

60
are forecasts shown by the U. S. Census Bureau. According to these projections,

Region I should have 5 per cent of the population in I985, Region II 17 Jjer

cent, and the two other regions from III to IX should have 19', I6, 6, 9j ^,

and 1^4- per cent respectively. If this distribution of population holds

cf . J. Kendrick and R. Sato, "Factor Prices, Productivity, and Growth"

The American Economic Review (December, I963) where the annual percent

rate of change of real output is 3. 15, the annual percent change in

population is O.76, so that the per capita real output increase is

2.39. This is not equal to maximum potential output, since these

averages for the period 1919- I96O reflect the depression of the 1930's

and subsequent smaller downturns in the late 19U0's and 1950's. The

equilibrium growth path may well follow the aggregate production function

Q = Ak L so that the percent time changes in real per capita income

Q'/Q - L'/L = 3 (K'/K - L'/L) + A'/A. The equilibrium path is that at

which there is no net tendency for a priori savings to depart from

a priori capital investment. With a fixed savings rate and distribution

of income, this is equivalent to Q'/Q = K'/K which results in the

equilibrium Q'/Q - L'/L = A '/A .

1 - 3

With P, the proportion of national income received in capital returns,

roughly equal to .25, and the annual rate of technical progress A '/A

not likely to be less than 2.25, the equilibrium growth path for per

capita income should not be less than 3^ per annum.

cf. United States Population Projections , Series B (U. S. Bureau of

the Census, July 196^4-). These projections are for "medium assumptions"

as to economic and technical progress.
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for 1985-2005, with total population increasing at the rates shown, then

projections can be made of population increases in each power region

through the year 2005. The projections imply modest increases in power

demand -- since the regions likely to experience increased shares of total

Table 17 : Five- Year Additions to Capacity in Nine Power Regions

1,000 Thermal Megawatts of Added Capacity

1985-89 1990-9^ 1995-99 2000-04Power Region

I 9.8

II 33-2

III k7.6

IV 1U.6

V 31-3

VI 29.8

VII 20.7

VIII 10.9

IX 38.3

12.6

41.7

63.0

19.5

1^0.8

k6.6

28.1

iV.l

i^6.5

16.1

52.4

83.7

26.2

53.3

78.2

38.2

18.0

56.3

20.7

65.8

112.2

35.5

70.0

151.4

52.8

23.2

68.5

Source: log MW = 2.O5I - O.9836 log(p • 1000) + 0.9579 log(Y/N) + 0.9039 log(N)

for forecast values of P, y/N, N in each of the nine power regions

.
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population are going to be highly populated and have the highest per capita

incomes, and this technique of estimation from fixed relative population

underestimates increases in these regions.

With lower electricity prices, higher personal incomes, and a

larger population to spend the per capita incomes, there should be greater

demand for additional generating capacity in the 1980's and the 1990's.

The demand function, with these forecast values of the independent variables,

shows substantial additions to capacity after 1985. Table 17 lists these

forecast additions by power region. The low rate of population and income

growth in New England, and continued high electricity price, can be

expected to retard additions to capacity in Region 1; but even here the

amounts expected to be added are 50/t greater in I985-I989 than in

1968-1972. The extremely high rate of population and income growth in

the north- central region should increase the annual addition to capacity

there seven times over by the end of the century. The expected increases

in the other seven regions are as substantial -- so that the total added

capacity before the year 2000 is expected to be 900,000 thermal megawatts.

What proportion of these additions will be new nuclear reactor plants?

This is a matter of the relative prices of nuclear and fossil- fuel-fired

plants and of the relative fuel costs for these alternative facilities.

Consider the last I5 years of history in nuclear projects to have set a

pattern of reaction to relative prices, so that decisions to purchase or not

to purchase more reactors in the 1980's and '90 's will depend on percent

changes in relative prices in the same fashion as at present. The history

conforms to the relative share demand schedule

log M^/M = a + ^^ log(NFP) + pglog (NKP) +
j^

log(FFP) + ^ log (FKP) .
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Nuclear capacity was installed in four of the nine power regions in the

period I958-I962, six of the power regions in I963-I967, and eight of the

regions in 1968-1972. Capital and fuel prices for nuclear facilities

(NKP and NFP) and for alternative fossil fuel facilities (FKP and FFP)

were known before the installation of this new capacity -- the nuclear

prices from the plants that were constructed, the fossil fuel prices from

actual expenditures on the last fossil fuel plant built in each power

region. The additions accounted for by new nuclear plants, and the

equation explaining these additions as percents of total new capacity, are

shown in Table I8, The explanation is much as expected from the purchase

patterns of regulated companies. The higher the price of fossil fuel,

and the lower the price of nuclear fuel, the greater the percent of capacity

additions that are nuclear. But the important determinant of the nuclear

percentage is the relative price of nuclear capital: the higher the price

of nuclear capital the lower the demand; but the greater the margin of

difference between nuclear and fossil capital prices, the larger the percent

That is, there are I8 observations of additional nuclear megawatts of
capacity, expected prices for this new capacity, and the last experienced
prices for fossil fuel capacity. Nuclear fuel costs and alternative
fossil fuel costs were not usually specified at the time the contract
for the new plant was signed. But calculations of assumed cost can be

made from the technical characteristics and assumed rates of operation
of the new plants. For the nuclear plants, fuel cycle costs were calculated
in each case from C = (P^Q^ - P.Q.)/KWH, where the i's designate input

quantities and prices for specified concentrations of Uranium 235> the
j's specify the salvagable present value of this substance in the final
inventory, and KWH designates the present value of lifetime production in

the plant with expected load factor and equipment durability. These
calculations were made with fuel prices and load factors where these were
specified; where all necessary parameters were shown, and there was also
some discussion of expected fuel cycle costs, the calculations proved to

be within 5 to 10^ of the assumed fuel cycle costs.
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of nuclear capital. The electricity companies' demands for input in the

past not only show some favoritism towards higher priced nuclear capital —

as indicated by far lower elasticities of demand than compatible with perfect

substitution between nuclear and fossil capital at identical prices -- but

also by increasing favoritism as the gap between nuclear and fossil capital

prices widens.

Pable 18: Regional additions to Nuclear Capacity and

the Explanatory Regression Equation , 19^8-1972

V VI VII VIII IXer Region:
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The demand for nuclear reactors in the 1980's and 1990 's should not

be different in kind from that in the last decade. Relative prices of

capital and fuel should differ from those experienced, but the elasticities

should not. The period of adjustment to new technology shoiild not be

any more complete during the last two decades of this century, because

fast breeder reactors will be at the same stage of introduction into existing

fossil and light water reactor systems as the light water reactors have

been in recent years. The prices of nuclear and fossil capital, and the

fuel cycle costs in the two systems, are expected to be the cause of rising

nuclear shares. Both nuclear capital prices and fuel costs should fall,

and the favoritism of nuclear should be even more evident in the strong

reaction to a substantial decrease in the price of nuclear capital. This

will be the case for nuclear versus fossil plant purchases and also for

light water versus fast breeder installations : the relative prices should

result in strong favoritism towards the new reactors. The forecast shares,

however, follow only after specific forecasts have been made of prices for

each reactor type.

The Economic Effects of Three Alternative Breeder Reactor Programs

The range of marginal costs for constructing and operating the

three different types of fast breeder reactors, and the estimated demands

for all types of nuclear reactors at various relative reactor prices, show

any number of different effects from carrying out reactor research. The

lowest marginal costs and the lowest reactor prices can produce buyers'
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surplus from fast breeders that far outweighs the cost of carrying out the

research. But higher marginal costs — those shown in Table lU for expected

uranium and plutonlum prices -- and prices the same for breeder as for the

present light water reactors would result in negligible consumers ' surplus

from these new projects. The likely cost-price behavior, following from a

continuation of recent output and price policies but with more sources of

supply, results in surplus between the magnitudes associated with the two

extreme cases.

At this stage of development, any one of three reactor projects can

be considered likely candidates for a separate and exclusive program to

terminate in a commercial demonstration plant in the middle 1980's. The

Liquid Metal Fast Breeder, or the Steam Cooled Fast Breeder, or the Gas

Cooled Fast Breeder could be funded for the costs of research necessary to

terminate in a commercial operation (as shown in the preceding chapter)

.

The single project would be carried out by a set of corporations not now

involved in producing light water reactors. Then the company in the business

of producing commercial copies of the demonstration reactor would be in

"limited competition" with the two major producers of; light water reactors

and the companies providing fossil fuel electric generating equipment.

The experience with light water reactors sets the framework for

"limited competition". The company responsible for designing and construct-

ing the major prototype and demonstration breeder reactor is likely to have

a commanding lead in constructing commercial copies. This company could

form a collusive organization with those producing other types of reactors,

or could go so far in the opposite direction as to reduce reactor prices
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to the marginal costs of the lowest cost producer. But the i)attern that

has been established for price setting seems to come closest to Coumot-

type behavior, where the results are positive price-marginal cost differ-

ences inversely related to the market demand elasticity times the niimber

of firms.

Prices also depend upon the size of the pieces of equipment needed

in each system at each point in time. The Federal Power Commission National

Power Survey forecasted continued demands in the 1970 's and early 1980's

for small generating plants to meet peak loads and to provide safety margins

against outage when 1,000 megawatt electric plants shut down for maintenance

or repair. But the relative importance of small plants should decline so

that by I98O only 29 per cent of the generating capacity in the country

will be provided by plants with ratings less than 5OO megawatts thertnal,

and only Ik per cent will be provided by plants between 5OO and 1000 MW^.

It is expected that plants with ratings between 1000 and 2000 megawatts

therciQl will provide 10 per cent of capacity, and that the largest plants

will be the most important of all, with those with greater than 2000 MW^

rating accounting for kk per cent of capacity at that time. -^ If this size

distribution of plants represents the results from minimizing expenditures

on high-priced small plants -- subject to safety requirements -- then

additions after 198O should be made to maintain these proportions. The

producer of new reactor equipment should offer prices for plants in each

of these size classes.

Consider first the case in which the steam cooled breeder is the

cf . Federal Power Commission National Power Survey , (U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington: October 196^+) page 206.
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research program. This is the simplest program with the eeurliest target

date for completion of the demonstration plant . The company producing the

first commercial steam breeders sets separate prices for each size of plant

according to (l) the marginal costs and (2) the demand schedule for each

size^ and (3) the number and size of other firms offering comparable plants.

The marginal costs are expected to be greater for large steam cooled plants

thjui for small, as shown in Table Ik. Demand schedules may very well differ

from those for new additions to capacity in the 1950's and '60'8, but there

is no economic reason for this to be the case. The elasticities of M^^/M with

respect to alternative capital and fuel prices are assumed to hold for every

size of plant, given that decisions as to size are made on the basis of

safety margin considerations alone . The number of firms offering reactor

types should be equal to the two major producers of Light Water Reactor plus

the major producer of the new Steam Cooled Fast Breeder. Then, with the

profit margin above marginal costs determined by Cournot pricing conditions,

the demand elasticities as in the log I^ /m function, and marginal costs,

prices should vary from $28 per thermal kilowatt for the smallest reactor

to $63 per thermal kilowatt for the full sized 1000 MW (or 2500 MW. ) re-
^ t

actor and the weighted average price for the expected distribution of re-

actor sizes should be roughly $37 per thermal kilowatt.

The extent of demands Mj^/M = f (NKP, NFP, FKP, FFP) in each power re-

gion for this size distribution of plants depends upon the fuel cycle costs

and relative prices of alternative plants . The expected advantage from

fast breeder systems is relatively lower fuel cycle costs — an advantage

which would be realized if the expenditures on fuel in the marginal
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costs of constructing and operating the fast breeder are as forecast. A

''pass through" of these expenditures from the company constructing the

breeder to the electricity generating company would assure realization of

costs from slightly less than .5 to more than 1.2 mills per kilowatt hour

of generation These are the fuel cycle costs in the demand function equiva-

lent to the factor expenditures Pp • F in finding the marginal costs shown

in Table Ik for building and operating the steam cooled breeder in various

6k
sizes.

The alternatives to the new steam reactors would include light water

reactors at prices set by the two major firms now producing them. These

established reactors will probably not be sold in the 1980's and IS^O'b at

presently established prices- There is no reason to expect that there

will be no further development of these systems — that the present working

plans and production costs will be frozen for the rest of the century.

Rather, "improvements by repetition" in the production of components should

guarantee a three per cent to five per cent reduction in costs each year,

which should be reflected in at least a two per cent discount of present

prices. The continuation of present ways of pricing and market sharing

ought to result in reactors of less than 5OO MW^ being available at $60 per

thermal kilowatt in the middle I98O ' s . Similarly, reactors from 5OO to

1000 MW^ should sell at $50 per thermal kilowatt, those with 1000 to

u^.
These are also the 'estimated equilibrium fuel cycle costs" of the operators
of the generating facility faced with the same factor prices and the plant
conditions posited by the limited nucleair corporation studies of small
steam reactors and the Karlsruhe studies for large reactors. This follows
from having derived the production function for Table Ik from these studies.

Cf. footnotes 17 and 20 in this chapter for reference to the steam designs.
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1750 Mifi capacity should center roughly on $Uo per kilowatt, and the full

scale 2500 MW^ reactor should be priced at $27 per thermal kilowatt. Twenty

years of additional development experience — as reflected in lower costs

and thus lower prices -- malces the forecast average price for the size dis-

tribution of reactors equal to approximately $U0 per thermal kilowatt. The

fuel cycle costs for the light water plants should decline for the same

reasons and to the same extent The forecast fuel cycle costs for reactors

to be completed between I968 and 1972 range from I.3 mills per kilowatt hour

to 2.0 mills; improvements in fuel rod longevity from modest fuel cycle re-

search programs — either in place of the extensive programs in the fast

breeder development projects or as small scale enleurgementa of these programs

— should establish costs no higher than I.5 mills per kilowatt hour as the

average for the reactors ranging from 25O MW^ to 25OO MW. in a power region.

The other systems obviously able to provide alternatives to new

breeders are steam boilers fired by coal, oil, or natural gas. There is

some evidence that price reductions will occur for these non-reactor elec-

tricity generating plants, as well. There have been extensive rate reduc-

tions in the last decade on the transportation of coal in large volume, ^

and -- since these still leave considerable disparity between rates and

transport costs — there should be another round of reductions of the

same magnitude generated by the "initial competition" of the new reactors.

-'Cf . P. W. MacAvoy and James Sloss, Regulation of Transport Innovation :

The I.C.C . and Unit Coal Trains to the East Coast (Random House, New
York, 1967).

^°Ibid. Cf., for example. Table 3, page if4, for marginal costs of $1,783 per
ton and page 133 for a rate of $ii-.12 per ton on I962 Trainload Transport
from the Clemfield coal district to the generating plant at Eddystone,
Pennsylvania

.
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The results should he fuel cycle cost reductions of . 5 to 1.0 mills per

kilowatt hour in all regions except VII and VIII.

A round of capital price reductions cannot be expected to accompany

the fuel cycle cost reductions. The largest and newest coal- fired plants

now show costs per kilowatt of installed capacity slightly higher than

those associated with the plants build in the early and middle 1960's. More

pertinent, there is no incremental developmental program promising substan-

tial productivity increases in the near future; only the entirely new tech-

nology in magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) "promises to open up new vistas for

cost reduction and improved efficiency, and, hopefully, intensive, responsible

efforts by the coal and conventional equipment manufacturers to regain an

/TO

attractive price position" which is an uncertain and speculative venture

indeed.

With this set of forecast capital and fuel prices, light water

reactors could expect to capture some part of the demand for additional

capacity after 1985" The choice between these plants of various sizes

averaging out to $U0 per thermal kilowatt, and fossil fuel plants at prices all

somewhat above $3C per thermal kilowatt would favor the first; the lower fuel cycle

costs of light water reactors -- with the difference approaching 1 mill per

67
'Rate reductions which narrow profit margin for the railroads could be of
almost any size. Assuming that the reductions are of the same order of
magnitude as on the last round, however, profit margins would fall frcm
roughly 100 per cent to roughly 5O per cent of calculated marginal costs
on transport into the large generating stations on the Eastern seaboard.

The same reductions elsewhere -- achieved on the first leg of delivery by
barge or large volume ship transport — would bring about cost savings from
four cents to more than ten cents per million BTU which are equivalent to

.5 mills per kilowatt hour at the least and more than 1.0 mills per kilo-
watt hour at the most.
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kilowatt hour — would add to the favoritism. The forecast additional nuclear

capacity, found by multiplying total expected capacity M by M^M for the

relevant light water-fossil prices in each region, shows this favoritism.

Towau:d« the end of the century, reactors should make up one -third of the

additional capacity in regions II and III, and should account for more than

one -third of the additions made in regions V and IX. But nowhere can the

light water plants alone expect to malce up more than one -half the total new

installations of plants of all sizes (as shown in Table 19).

Table 19: Capacity Accounted for by Light Water Reactors, 198^-200^4-

• Region



I:-



2li+

The introduction of steam-cooled fast breedera should increase the

relative sales of reactors. The lower fuel cycle costs provide an important

and substantial basis for increased nuclear demand. The decrease in reactor

prices from the entry and establishment of a third major producer would

provide another, but not as substantial, reason for an increase in relative

sales of nuclear-fueled plants. Fuel cycle costs close to 1 mill per kilo-

watt hour and capital prices of $37 per thermal kilowatt are expected to

take the nuclear share closer to the total forecast additions to capacity

after 1985- The additions accounted for by these new costs auid prices, as

shown in Table 20, could well be actual sales both of steam-cooled breeders

and light water reactors with their prices reduced to the levels set by the

breeders. °9 The sum total of the two nuclear demands comes to more than

three -fourths of the expected needs for capacity in these power regions in

most of the five-year periods.'

This increased demand shows one dimension of the substantial gains

from this breeder for the electricity-generating companies and their consumers.

^The effects of breeders include the increased capacity demanded of light
water reactors, when this increased capacity follows from reduced prices
after the entry of the new breeder manufacturer. No attempt is made to
forecast the shares of light water and breeder sales following from the
lower price, since both result from the "presence" of breeders.

70
' In no case is the sum total greater than the five-year addition to capacity
shown in Table 17 . Two likely courses of action would follow if there were
such a case. First, rather thain a fixed relation between demands for
capacity and electricity output as shown by the function M = f (P, Y/N, N)

more capital and leas of other inputs will be used when capital prices
are as low as forecast for the steam-cooled breeder reactors. Second, the
substaintlally lower capital prices associated with the new breeder allow
reductions in unit cost of producing electricity which are reflected in

final sales prices lower than those forecast. Given the present and fore-
cast price circumstances, the relations between factor demand and final
prices are fairly well reflected in the two-part demand function used here.
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The full meaaure of gains is shown not by the difference between capacity

additions Q^ for the light water reactor systems and Q, for steam-cooled

and light water systems together (in Figxare 5) t)ut by the area between the

two demand curves for these two alternatives. The area under the first

demand curve can be measured, assuming that such demand is M *)ff (P, Y/N,N)

times Mn/M = f (NFP, KKP, FFP, FKP) for the relevant prices, and that Qq equals

the additions to capacity in each Power Region in Table 20 while Pq equals

the light water reactor average price of $40 per kilowatt for the assumed

size distribution of plants. The same area can be measured for the additional

Table 20: Additional Capacity Accounted For By Steam

Cooled Breeders, 1985-2004

Power Region I985-89 1990-9'+ 1995-99 2000-04

(thousands of thermal megawatts)

I 2.7 3.5 ^-'^ 5-7

II 10.3 13-0 16.3 20.5

III 10.0 13.2 18.1 23.5

IV 3-6 ^+-7 6.5 9.7

V 10.0 13.1 17-1 23.4

VI 5.8 9-1 15-3 29.7

VII 5.6 4.4 10.2 l4.2

VIII 3-6 4.6 5-9 7.6

IX 12.1 14.7 17-8 20.5

Source: M = f(P, Y/N, N) in Table I8 multiplied by

M /M = f (NFP, NKP, FFP, FKP) for prices shown in
n

the text. The total million megawatts are then reduced

by the amounts shown in Table I9 for the L. W. reactor.
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capacity accounted for by steam-cooled breeders by assuming the same demand

curves and the appropriate breeder prices, with Q* as shovm in Table 20 and

P, the average steam cooled breeder price of $37 per kilowatt. The net gains

aire the differences between the two areas minus the marginal costs of pro-

viding the new breeder capacity. ^-^

The total of these gains in the 1980'8 and the 1990's is at least

$23 billion dollars. The modest additions to demand in Power Regions I, IV,

and VIII limit the gains to close to 500 million dollars in any five year

period in each of these regions. But in the Middle Atlantic and far western

states with high population and high fossil fuel plant prices, the gains

from the new breeder system exceed $1.0 billion in most five year periods.

The additions to population and per capita income forecast for the first five

years of the 21st century add greatly to demand in that period; as a result,

the capacity in nuclear generated by reactor fuel cycle costs and capital

prices is much greater than in earlier years. The total net gains shown by

the area between the demand functions for light water and breeder reactors

should be more than $l4 billion in that five-year period alone.

'

'"These marginal costs are not for the given size distribution of plants but
for total amounts determined by the regional capacities shown in Table 20.
For power region I in 1985-89, the 7.8 thousand thermal megawatts are divided
so that 29^ of the generating capacity is in plants with less than 5OO MW+,
Ikf^ of capacity 50O-8OO MWt, 11^ of capacity in plants of 800-1000 MW^, and
kk-io of capacity in plants with more than 1000 MW^j.. Marginal cost ciorves

for each ouch plant size are summed horizontally for the marginal cost of
providing total amounts equal to these percentages times 7*8 thousand
megawatts. The marginal costs of providing the entire 7.8 thousand mega-
watts are equal to the sum of these costs for each size class. This is the
case for all other regional additions to capacity for the same size dis-
tribution of plants.

'^he calculations are made by integrating the demand curves lip for the light
water reactor and D^ for the breeder reactor between Qq and Q* (shown in
Figure 5)' These demand curves are the same simple two-part demand functions
M = f (P, Y/N, N) and M^/M = f(NFP, MKP, FFP, FKP) for the different fuel
and capital prices NFP and KKP for non-breeder and breeder reactor types.

(footnote continued)
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In »ome ca«e« buyers' turplus would be generated by lower reactor

coita as in Table 15 and, subsequently lower prices. Lower marginal costs

from lower fuel and capital prices both add to the gains to the consumer by

reducing the costs subtracted from the area under the demand curve and by

reducing the level of prices so as to increase the capacity demanded. But in

the case of the SCBR, lower marginal costs have no chance of realization —

at least no chance comparable to those for the other two reactor types. '3 The

gains shown in Table 21 are the probable economic effects of the SCBR. These

effects are substantial. Even in the regions with the smallest population

Table 21: The Gains From Steam Cooled Breeder Reactor

Prices and Costs, 1985-200t<-

Power Region I985-89 I99O-9U 1995-99 2000 -Ql^

(millions of dollars)

I

n
III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

Source: Estimates of the cross-hatched areas shown
in Figures k, 5j »nd 6.

2i^3
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and lowest per capita incomes, more than $1 billion of gains to equipment

buyers follow from selling the assumed size distribution of plants over the

period 1985-200U.

The second possibility is that the Gas-Cooled Breeder R-actor will be

developed instead of the Steam-Cooled Breeder Reactor. The inauguration of

a program for developing gas cooling could well begin within the next three

years. The completion of the program cannot be promised to take place at

the same time as that of the alternative program, however. The best estimate

at thia time is that the demonstration reactor based on a gas system would

show commercial possibilities at the very end of the 1980's. Then the

economic effects of installing gas breeders would be realized in the 1990 'b and

the early years of the 2l8t century.

The gas breeder would be the third independent source of supply of

reactor technology, with the other two sources being accounted for by the

two major light water reactor manufacturers. Setting prices for this breeder

would be a matter of demand elasticities and the presence of two other sources

of reactor supply (as well as the marginal costs of gas cooled plants of the

desired sizes; . The pricing policy of the manufacturer of the gas cooled

plants, based on the existing supplies of the other manufacturers, may be

expected to reduce prices for all sizes of plants so that the general level

Ir close to $39-^0 per thermal kilowatt: marginal costs vary from $55 per

breeders providing the capacity nhown above is forecast at 1100 tons be-
cause of the poor breeding performance of these plants and the larger
number of such plants. As a result, the price of fuel probably will not
fnll to the minimal $1 per gram assumed for "low" fuel costs.

7h
The fuel cycle costs on the demand side consistent with those shown above
in the marginal production costs are somewhat less than .5 mills/kilowatt
hour This estimate is used as KFP; the fossil plant prices FFP and FKP are
the same as used to estimate the gains from the steam cooled breeder reactor.
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thermal kilowatt for the smallest plants at I56 MW to $22 per thermal kilo-

watt at 2500 MW^, and profit margins above marginal cost are expected to be

narrowly limited by the precence of the other manufacturers .
'' The effects of

these prices on the net gains of equipment buyers — both for high and for

marginal costs — are shown in Table 22. There are no gains in the 1985-89

Table 22: The Gains From Gas-Cooled Breeder Reactor

Prices and Costs, 198^-200^

Power Region I985-89 I99O-9I+ 1995-99 2000-Olt

(millions of dollars)

297-323 3Q2-klk ^91-533

II32-I22U IU2O-I537 1785-1932

III+8-I2I+I 1527-1653 20i^6-22li^

k20-h<^3 564-611 763-826

llUO-1234 IU9O-I6II 1957-2018

797-863 1339-114-U8 2590-2803

657-711 897-970 1238-13^^0

k03-k36 516-559 66k-'Jl9

- 1380-1385 1552-1679 1886-20U2

Forecast as negligible, since the demonstration plant is not

expected to be completed before the end of 1987-

Source: As in Table 21; the first statistic is for forecast

costs and prices and the second — after the dash —
for "low" prices and costs.

I
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period because of the late introduction of this type of reactor, but there

are approximately $17 billion in buyers' returns in the 1990 '• *nd $13 bil-

lion in the first five yearo of the new century from the higher set of fore-

cast prices and costs . The additional gains from the lower marginal costs and

prices are not much greater; total gains come to $l8 billion in the 1990 '*>

rather than $17 billion, and to ^ik billion rather than $13 billion in the

2000-04 period.

The effects of the gas breeder are not as substantial as those associated

with the steam-cooled fast breeder reactor. The steam-cooled technology results

in substantial buyers' gains in the 1985-89 period, while the gas breeder will

still be in the process of development, and the gains resulting from the

earlier introduction of the steam reactor are not cancelled by demands and

buyers' surplus associated with the gas reactor later in this century. Approxi-

mately $7 billion of surplus are expected to accumulate from steam reactors

in the I985-89 period while more than $300 million on average in additional

gains is realized in any five-year period later on from successful completion

of the steam reactor rather than the gas reactor. The only factor to the

contrary is the forecast of greater gains from gas cooling then those associated

with steam cooling if "low" costs and prices are realized. Even here, $32

billion is forecast for the gas-cooled system under the lower cost conditions

as compared to $36 billion for the steam-cooled system in the same period.

The small increase in gains from the lower cost obviously follow from the

very limited reductions in cost associated with the gas-cooled fast breeder

reactor. As was argued in the cost analysis above, the ga.* breeder is

expected to have very low marginal cost for the larger plants as a result

of extremely low fuel cycle costs associated with a high rate of breeding.

But when fuel prices are reduced, so that net receipts from bred fuel are

reduced, then revenue losses from high rates of breeding cancel in part

the cost reductions on the fuel that is actually used up in the fission

process. As a consequence, very little change in marginal costs of gas

systems is expected as a result of lower fuel prices.
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If the lower costs are realized, the ateam breeder offeri the Irrger total

expected gains, and these gains in the earlier periods.

The third possibility, that of developing Liquid Metal Fast Breeder

Reactors for all plant sizes, has forecast results remarkably different from

those from either gas or steam-cooled breeder reactors. This reactor, ready

for commercial adoption both a little sooner than the gas breeder and a little

later than the steam breeder, would be sold at prices averaging $80 per thermal

kilowatt given extremely low marginal costs at full capacity of 25OO MW^ but

given very high costs at 125 MW^, 25O MW^ and 5OO MW . To meet the offerings

of two other major sources of nuclear capacity -- the producers of light

water reactors — the LMFBR would have to be offered "across the board" as

the plant to provide the entire size distribution of capacity.'' The

(Cournot) prices consistent with this offering allow for slightly more than

20 per cent profit margins; a price of $62 per thermal kilowatt for the

1250 MW. reactor is greater than the marginal costs of ^k8 per kilowatt and

In keeping with "sharing the sales" with the light water reactor manufacturers,

while a price of $37 per kilowatt for the largest reactor is greater than

marginal costs of $29 per thermal kilowatt by a similar appropriate amount.

These price-cost disparities follow from the presence of other sources of

supply — they maximize profits subject to the supplies of other firms --

but they result in distinct disadvantages in shares for an ndependent

third producer of reactor equipment. They result in relatively small

buyers' gains, as well.

77
Alternatively, the LMFBR program would be designed to provide only a few

sizes in the desired plant-size distribution. The results would in;ply less

than one additional competitor, and capacity adaptions les^ than half

those shown here. Whether the higher price fron. less comp._tltion is cam-

celled by the lower costs of capacity will be discussed In the next chapter.
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The gains generated by the liquid metal breeder are shown in Table 23.

They are not comparable to those from the other reactor types. In Power

Table 23: Gaina Resulting From Liquid Metal Fast

Breeder Reactor Prices and Costs, 1985-200^

Power Region
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Limited gains are also expected for the other power regions throughout the

period 1985-20O1*- — somewhat increased buyers' gains in regions with larger

populations and incomes but the same where final demand for electricity is

expected to stay close to I985 levels (as shown in Table 23). Total gains

are approximately $3 billion before the year 2000, and $1-7 billion in the

first five years of the twenty-first century. The gains are enlarged if

the lower costs and prices associated with excess supply in the fuels markets

and with reduced capital costs are realized; the totals are $8 billion before

the year 2000 and $5 billion for 2000-05 . Then the range of buyers' gains

from the D^BR from 1985 to SOOl*- is from $3-^ billion to $13 billion.

The three independent and separate breeder systems can be compared in

terms of effects. The liquid metal system is ill-adapted to providing a

range of plant sizes at prices dictated by the competition of light water and

fossil fuel plants. The indications are clear that a single and exclusive

reactor development program based on liquid metal technology will produce

economic gains to the electricity generating companies and their customers,

but the gains from the gas reactor in this century are expected to be

$2^4- billion greater under the same market conditions, and the gains from

the steam reactor are expected to be $8 billion greater still. The three

separate and exclusive programs would seem to promise different results.

The choice of one of these programs, or of combinations of them, depends

on the balance of research costs against these promised economic effects.





6. THE ECJONOMIC FAST BREEDER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The research costs for developing various types of breeder reactors,

and the subsequent economic effects from installing commercial copies of

these reactors, determine what should be done in the next few years. When the fore-

cast total of the costs exceeds the total of the gains from successful com-

pletion of the project, it is clear that the decision should be not to carry

out this research. The value of the resources useful for other projects, as

represented by total payments or expenditures on this research necessary to

draw resources away from the other uses, is greater than the buyers' gains to be

generated by thisproject. In other cases when the total of forecast expenditures

does not exceed the gains from research then the choice among projects might

be made on the basis of relative costs and gains. Those projects promising

the greatest gains for given dollars of research expenditure -- that is,

the highest internal rate of return — are the better projects and should

be chosen.

This economic strategy can be laid out for the first round of

decisions as to the number and types of fast reactor projects. But comparing

separate projects, and combinations of projects, is a matter of comparing

This would seem a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for considering

a project worthy of support. The gains as measured here are social benefits

if there are no further costs imposed on others by this activity, if the

resulting distribution of benefits is optimal, and if the required rates

of production here do not add to misallocation of resources in this industry

and elsewhere. These conditions might hold for the forecast capacities

shown in the last chapter -- at least there is a finite probability that

they hold. But they cannot hold if the gains are less than the research

costs.
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the distributions of the internal rate of return generated by the research

costs and gains in each case.

The initial view of the costs of research for each type of reactor

arrived at the conclusion that "high" and "low" expenditures are equally

probable but that the probability of "design" research costs occurring is

roughly twice that of either "high" or "low" costs. The presence or absence

of "research breakthroughs" at any of the separate stages of development

could result in the occurrence or non- occurrence of "low" research costs at

that stage without the same fortunate circumstances occurring at other stages;

with three stages — fuel development, core development and component develop-

ment -- and three possible results at each stage, there are 27 probable levels

of total research expense. The frequency distribution of costs of research

can be expected to show 27 results for each project.

The gains forecast for each type of commercial fast reactor vary over

a fairly wide range, as well. The marginal costs of constructing and opera-

ting the liquid metal fast reactor, for example, are expected to be "low"

if there is reasonable technical progress in the fabrication of capital and

if there are excess supplies of plutonium; these marginal costs imply reduced

reactor prices which generate additional gains beyond those from the higher

"forecast level" of costs. The probability of the lower costs is believed

to be roughly equal to that of the higher costs -- of capital and fuel at

$30 to $70 per thermal kilowatt — in the cases of the gas- cooled and

sodium-cooled breeder reactors. In the case of the steam-cooled breeder,

extensive fuel requirements preclude any but zero probability of lower costs.

Then two levels of gains are forecast with equal weight for the first two
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reactor types and one value of gains Is forecast for the third reactor type

as a result of the levels of marginal production costs for reactor manufac-

turers and resulting capital and fuel prices for reactor buyers.

The research cost levels C, in year t and later gains G. have results

shown by the rate of return for that project r for which
* ft *

r, P (1 + r)~ =Z G^(l + r)' . Other levels of costs C^ and gains G.
, t . * t t t

generate different rates of return. The rates of return associated with

all levels of research costs and gains make up a frequency distribution for

a particular reactor project.. There are distributions for the liquid, metal,

steam, and gas fast reactor projects following the range of forecast research

costs and gains for each.

The choice of the most economic projects in fast breeder reactor devel-

opment comes to selecting those with the highest average and lowest variation

in rates of return o Questions of choice are alaicst unlimited; but there are

two that are most basic. If "r"y one project is to be undert.aken^ then which

type of reactor is ff.cst economic? If more than one project is conceivable,

then how many , and - i.iy competitive projects should be carried out at one

time? An exposition of answers can be attempted on the basis of present

knowledge and forecasts

,

The Most Economic Single Reactor Project

The first application of economic strategy is to the choice of a

long-term research project to build a demonstration plant of a single type
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of fast breeder reactor. The candidates for exclusivity discussed here are

the liquid metal fast breeder reactor, or the steam- cooled fast breeder

reactor, or the gas- cooled breeder reactor. The one that has the most

2
desirable forecast distribution of internal rates of return is "economic".

This "economic" project is shown for the initial forecasts of costs and

effects in the last two chapters. The costs of research for each project

for 27 probable levels of success set against each of two possible levels

for dollar gains-^ from research imply the distribution of rates of return

for the project. That is, the internal rates of return are calculated to set

these research costs equal to the gains in present value terms. There are 27

probable internal rates of return for the steam- cooled breeder reactor -- since

there is only a single probable level of gains -- and 5^ probable rates of

return for the liquid metal fast breeder or the gas- cooled fast breeder.

These are summarized in Table 2k over probability intervals (where the proba-

bilities are the products of those for a particular level of research cost

k
and for a particular level of gains).

2
The choice is extremely limited, since it is constrained by the necessity
to hold the number of projects to a single endeavor, not by the total amount
of capital involved in research -- since these amounts differ from project
to project -- or by the time period required to carry out the research. But

the rationale is that anything less than a single project accomplishes
nothing towards reducing nuclear fuel utilization in the last years of the

twentieth century (That is, the projects of smaller size than full develop-
ment of a fast breeder t;>'pe must promise zero or negative economic returns).

The rationale for more than one is explained in the next section.
3

-^The totals for each five year period are assigned to separate years by a

straight line interpolation between them for both the case of high prices

based on cost as shown in Table Ik and low prices on costs in Table 15-

The discussion in chapter k is to the point that the probabilities of "low"

and "high" research costs together equal the probability of "design" research

costs. The two levels of gains for the liquid metal fast breeder and the gas

fast breeder seem equally probable. The single level of gains or surplus for

the steam- cooled breeder reactor is the only level for which a probability
is subjectively assigned.





Table 2k: The Forecast Rates of Return From

Each of Three Reactor Proj ects
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Probability of

r < rx- SCBR

rate of return r*

GCBR IMFBR

.01

.10

.20

• 35

.50

.65

.80

.90

.99

I6.k

17.0

17.1

17.3

17.6

17.6

17o8

17«9

18.3

11.8

12.2

12. i^

12,7

12.9

13.1

13.5

13.7

14.1

4.9

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.1

12.1

12,1<-

12.7

13.1

source: calculated as outlined in the Text,

The three distributions of- rettims are revealing. The liquid metal

fast breeder reactor quite evidently offers the lowest expected rate of

return and the most variation in possible rates of return. The average or

expected rate is 9«3 per cent^ while the standard deviation of rates of return

in this distribution is 3.I per cent. This again indicates that the liquid

Table 2k also shows that the distribution is bimodal -- centering on 6.3 per
cent for "high" costs and prices and 12.3 per cent for "low" costs and prices.
The sharp disparity of results is the combined effect of diseconomies in
capital at small scale and of the changes esqpected in capital costs under
"low" versus "high" cost conditions.
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metal technology is ill-adapted for meeting the demands for a size distribu-

tion of plants that has a large percentage of small plants. But the

distribution of rates cf return also shows that the research costs of the

liquid metal technology are relatively high and the gains are realized

relatively late in this century.

The steam- cooled breeder reactor offers the opposite to the results

from the liquid metal reactor. The expected rate of return is 17.5 per cent,

and the standard deviation of these rates of return is 0,k per cent. The

average is high because the gains forecast from small steam breeders more

than compensates for the cost disadvantage at the 2500 MW, level compared

to the liquid metal reactor and because the relative simplicity of research

implies low research expenditures- The standard deviation of rates is

relatively low because "high" and "low"prices are not expected but rather

a single "high" level is forecast: the "lew" reactor production costs aad

prices assumed probable for the other two reactor types are not assumed

possible in this case so that the variation in the distribution of rates of

return is dependent on only the one forecast level of gains from high costs

and prices. Then any realization of lower cost -- however Improbable that

may seem -- would only add to the variation in rates of return by adding

to the higher end of the distribution.

The gas-cooled breeder reactor promises results between those of

the steam- cooled breeder on the high side and the liquid metal breeder on

the low side. The average rate of return is I3.0 per cent, while the

standard deviation of rates is 0.5 per cent. The average is less than the

steam- cooled breeder, because the gas technology arrives on the scene some
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five years later and results in higher costs on smaller reactors not alto-

gether compensated by lower costs on the 2500 megawatt thermal reactor size.

The costs of research are somewhat greater as well, and have greater variation;

but this variation in expenditures to realize certain results is compensated

for by low variation in gains from commercial adoption of gas reactors. The

standard deviation of rates, while reflecting somewhat greater risk in research,

reflects greater stability in final buyers ' gains under the concftivable

range of prices and costs.

The most economic project would seem to be the steam- cooled breeder

reactor program. The commercial steam reactors of various sizes should meet

the demands at the lowest nossible cost level only for the smallest sizes,

but should be generally iilose to low costs for all sizes. The research costs

for achieving commercial performance are the lowest of all breeder reactor

types. As a consequence, the distribution of rates of return forecast for

the steam-cooled breeder is higher, and has less variation, than those for

the other two potential breeder reactors.

The Economic Combination of Projects

The fast breeder reactor development program could be limited to a

single set of research activities designed to produce one type of commercial

demonstration reactor. But it is conceivable that history could repeat itself,

with the Atomic Energy Commission underwriting initial research once again on

a number of separate types of nuclear reactors. The liquid metal fast

breeder reactor development program underway since the early 1960'b could

be continued at the same or faster pace; steam- cooled and gas- cooled reactors
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could become major new projects by escalating the private company programs

now under way to status as large-scale Federal research programs. Other

technologies not discussed here, or not yet beyond sets of equations, could

provide plans for building commercial demonstration reactors In the middle

1980 's or later. All of these could be undertaken at once, and further

decisions made to continue them In the tradition of thermal reactor develop-

ment: start as many projects as can provide plans, and continue them until

the difference between forecast and realized research costs of one or two

projects are significantly less than for the others; then delete all the other

research projects.

The questions of strategy raised by these possibilities are sharply

delineated. The technologies of liquid metal, steam, and gas fast reactors

show possibilities for rapid and safe development --at costs which vary

within ranges shown in chapter k. There is seme indication that not only

can these reactors be developed, but "consolidated" large scale testing and

construction programs can promise the required results at lower costs than

separate and Independent projects, one for each reactor type, at smaller

scale. But the gains from research In the adoption of commercial fast

breeders follow in good part frcm capital and fuel price reductions associated

with new technology and with a larger number of alternative sources of

supply of reactors. The new technologies promise lower fuel cycle costs for

the buyers of generating equipment — from "passing through" the cost savings

in Intense utilization of the initial Inventory and the bred inventory of

fuel — while the addition of independent sources of reactors reduces the

margin between capital prices charged to the buyers and the capital costs of
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the reactor manufacturers. The forecast costs indicate advantages for

"consolidated" research, while the forecast gains for commercial breeders

are expected to be greater when there are "competitive" research projects.

The choice requires favoring one of two Atomic Energy Commission goals:

projects put together to reduce research expenses, or projects parcelled

out among commercial companies so as to maximize competition in the final

market for reactors.

Choosing the number of reactor projects, and "consolidation" or

"competition", can be put in terms of economic effects. The number of projects,

and their arrangement, resulting in the most favorable forecast distribution

of rates of return, is most likely three projects parcelled out to add to

competition. This can be seen from the contrasts between rates of return on

projects that maximize competition and those that provide the greatest

consolidation .

Competitive Fast Breeder Development Projects

One, two, or three new types of fast breeder reactor could be added

to the alternatives available to the electricity generating ccmpanies in the

1980 's and 1990 's. The first could come from that company favored with

contracts to develop the technology for steam- cooled fast breeder plants,

on the presumption that the contractee learns the technology by doing while

other companies do not (in the tradition of the development of the two light

water thermal reactors: the company building the experimental and demonstra-

tion reactors in a particular technology is the one that sells all or almost

all of that type of reactor). After the steam- cooled demonstration plant has
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"been built and a number of copies have been sold, either a liquid metal or a

gas- cooled reactor demonstration plant could appear. It is expected that the

liquid metal demonstration plant could be constructed successfully in the

middle 1980's, and the gas-cooled plant in the late 1980's. Either might

be built by a separate and independent reactor manufacturer -- companies other

than the two large light water manufacturers — now carrying out research

in these two technologies, and contracts could be let to give these companies

a strong lead in further development. This would maximize the number of

competitors.

The economic effects from three separate and competitive reserach

projects differ from those expected from single and exclusive projects. The

costs of research on a reactor type are the same when that type comprises

the only research program (There may be small cost savings in cross reference

of results from separate core performance research projects, but these are

negligible). But the gains from commercial Eidoptions following research are

different for the second and third projects because reactor sales prices are

different. Prices can follow any nimiber of patterns when there are four or

five reactor manufacturers each offering plant types for all sizes in each

Power Region. Prices might be maintained as if there were still only two

firms, given the loyalty of the third, fourth and fifth firms to the policies

of the established manufacturers; in this case, the only gains from breeders

are found in increased buyers' demands from lower fuel cycle costs. To the

other extreme, the presence of five firms might break the Coumot pattern and

establish approximately perfect competition. Then prices would approach

marginal costs and the buyers ' gains would be a maximum (for those marginal
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costs and for the costs of research resulting frcin this scheme of separate

projects). Neither extreme seems as likely as continuation of past history.

Conformity to a pattern of equal shares, with the shares declining from

50 per cent for each to 25 per cent for each when there are four reactor types,

would result in substantial price reductions. Cournot prices would decline

from 37 to 32 dollars per thermal kilowatt with the entry of liquid metal

breeders as the fourth source of nuclear plants, or from 37 to 30 dollars

per thermal kilowatt for the gas- cooled breeder as the fourth source of

nuclear capacity for generating companies.

Consider the liquid metal fast breeder program as an addition to a

steam- cooled program to reap the benefits from more competition. The steam-

cooled program is chronologically "first", appearing to have the capability

to construct a working demonstration reactor in the early 1980's, and is also

"first" in terms of forecast internal rates of return. The liquid metal

project might follow the steam project with a demonstration plant showing

good commercial possibilities in the middle 1980's, and with commercial

copies available at prices reduced to make sales in the presence of two

established light water reactors and the newly established steam- cooled

breeder reactor. The commercial copies would be a\-ailable in sizes greater

than 1250 MW. only, because smaller IWFBR's could not be priced equal to or

below SCBR's and cover the marginal costs of building them. The size

distribution of plants would be sold at lower prices, given the prices of

6
the SCBR's for small plants but lower prices for the IMFBR larger plants.

6
The level of LMFBR prices for plants greater than 1200 MW is forecast on
Coumot principles, depending on the elasticity of reactor demand
and the presence of four firms selling plants of that size or larger.
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The gains from doing so would be equal to the additional buyers ' surplus

shown by the increased demand generated by lower fuel cycle costs and lower

capital prices. These gains, as the integral of the demand function

*^^Sf/Q^
"

^^^nf * ^nk
'^°^ lower fuel and capital prices p , p minus

the integral of the same function for prices for the steam- cooled fast

breeder reactor P ^ > P v > ^^^ ^^ follows:

Power Region Buyer's Gains, 198^-2004

(millions of dollars)

I 581 to 1212

II 2166 to U513

III 2311 to 1^815

IV 853 to 1777

V 2259 to 1^705

VI 2165 to i+510

VII 1357 to 2826

VIII 786 to 1637

IX
'

2389 to U976

The gains are much greater than those associated with the liquid

7
metal breeder as a single project. It would seem that reduced liquid

metal reactor prices are more than conrpensated for by increased demands,

particularly when accompanied by specialization in the range of reactor sizes

They are shown for both "low" and "high" marginal plant production costs
and associated plant prices.
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where this reactor type has cost advantages. These estimates produce

relatively high rates of return. Balancing "high" and "low" gains against

the costs of liquid metal research shown in chapter h- produces rates of

return as in Table 25. These forecast marginal rates of return for adding

a competitive liquid metal project to an on-going steam-cooled project are

on average 15.4 per cent, with a standard deviation of 2A per cent. The

average is 6.1 points greater, and the standard deviation 0.6 points less,

than when the IMFBR is the only breeder reactor project.

Table 25: The Forecast Rates of Return From Competitive

Reactor Projects

Probability of r < r rate of return r

LMFBR GCBR LMFBR and GCBR

(second fast reactor) (second fast (second and third

reactor) fast reactors)

.01 11.8 8.3 9.6

.10 12.k 8.6 10.2

.20 12.8 8.9 10.6

.35 13.2 9.3 11.0

.50 13.8 10.2 11.7

.65 IT. 5 11-8 15.2

.80 17.8 12.1 15.5

.90 18.1 12.6 15.7

.99 18.14. 13.0 16.3

Source: calculated as outlined in the Text.
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The alternative to the liquid metal fast breeder as the second

competitive project is the gas-cooled fast breeder reactor. This alterna-

tive is almost as promising. Past reactor prices set by options to buy

gas-cooled plants are forecast to be a bit lower than the combination of

steam- cooled and liquid metal prices, with the capital prices an average of

30 dollars per thermal kilowatt and fuel cycle costs as low as .5 mills

per kilowatt hour. The economies of scale associated with the larger gas-

cooled breeder allows substantial price reductions on large plants in the

size distribution of buyers ' facilities on the entry of this fourth source of

supply; and the lack of substantial dis-economies of small scale -- in compari-

son with those in the liquid metal reactor — allow the gas breeder to

offer comparable prices for middle-sized reactors in the required distribu-

tion of plants. Only the very late entry of this technology reduces the

buyers ' gains below those in the liquid metal system. The buyers ' gains

associated with the gas reactor prices, net of those already identified with

the steam-cooled breeder entry some years earlier, are as follows:

Power Region , Buyers ' Gains, 1990-2004

(millions of dollars)

I 516 to 989

II 1910 to 3656

.HI 2079 to 3981

IV 769 to Ikjk

V 2021 to 3869

VI 2081 to 3985

VII 1230 to 2356

VIII 698 to 1337

IX 2079 to 3981
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The gains are somewhat pjreater when low marginal costs for gas reactors

bring about somewhat lower reactor prices; shown as the second figure

on each line above, the higher estimates of gains are again as much as the

lower estimates because the slightly lower fuel costs both reduce marginal

costs and substantially increase demand. Balancing all probable levels of

research costs against the two probable levels of buyers ' gains results in

the distribution of internal rates of return shown in Table 25 for this

type of reactor. The distribution is lower than for the liquid metal reactor

but has less variance; the average rate of return is 10.6 per cent and the

standard deviation is 1.5 per cent. The first is two thirds as much,

while the second is only six tenths as much, as in the case of the marginal

liquid metal project.

Policies for the establishment of more reactor manufacturers might

well lead to three competitive programs. But what if there can be only two?

This would be to require the choice between liquid metal and gas as a second

fast breeder project. Economic strategy within this limited frame of

reference does not clearly call for favoring either the liquid metal or the

gas fast breeder reactor. The expected or average economic effect, as

measured by the average internal rate of return on research, is greater for

the liquid metal project than for the other program but the variation around

the average is greater for the liquid metal project as well, so that more

is expected at greater risk that it will not be realized. Policies for

adding to competitors, but strongly against taking "chances" on poor results,

would favor the gas program while those for taking "chances" in expectation of

much stronger competitors and higher gains particularly on large reactors

would favor the liquid metal program.
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What are the results from three "competitive" fast reactor programs?

Given ambivalence in choice of the second program, the third could be either

the liquid metal or gas reactor. Consider, then, no choice at all but rather

adding both the liquid metal fast breeder reactor and the gas fast breeder

projects to the precedent steam- cooled breeder reactor program. The marginal

benefits from two more projects would derive from the increased demand generated

by lower prices from adding two more reactor manufacturers each with separate

technologies. The producer of LMFBR's would almost certainly be the firm

carrying out the last stages of research in liquid sodium technology. This

would be a company separate and independent from the two light water manufac-

turers as well as from the steam- cooled reactor manufacturer. The same would

be true of the producer of high temperature gas fast reactors -- this company

would specialize in this technology in order to make the number of competitors

as large as possible. Five manufacturers following the Cournot pattern for

setting prices end up with profit margins of all firms reduced below those

for four manufacturers and with more or less equal division five ways of all

Q

sales. The large number of alternatives would result in "passing through"

the lowest fuel cycle costs -- less than one-half mill per kilowatt hour

under the low-cost conditions associated with excess supplies of plutonium --

and offering the buyer the chance to select two or more fast reactor types

best able to provide the plant size needed to make up his required size

distribution of plants. Capital prices on the small scale steam cooled

plants or medium scale gas plants would be expected to preclude contracts

Q

"More or less" equal division in this instance follows from expecting that
some types will specialize in providing only small or large reactors, so

that only firm alternatives are available at any particular size. The sizes
in most demand in any five year period will then determine the division of
shares of new capacity among the five companies.
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for small liquid sodium plants altogether, and the prices on the middle-

sized gas plants and the largest liquid sodium plants would he "competitive"

in the sense that they would be so close to marginal costs of steam reactors

for these plants as to preclude sales of large steeim reactors.

The average capital price for the size distribution of plants associated

with five alternative reactor sources of supply is forecast at $30 per

thermal kilowatt. These lower prices should increase the demand for nuclear

reactors, when met in kind by other producers or made equivalent by lower

capital prices at their (higher) fuel prices. The increases in demand

generate additional buyers ' gains when measured against the demands and

gains already forecast to follow from the steam cooled nuclear reactor as

the initial fast breeder type. The net gains from the IMFBR and GCBR over

those of the SCBR are as follows:

Power Region Buyers' Gains, 1983-200t<-

(millions of dollars)

I 613 to 12kj

II 2282 to k6k8

III , 2^+34 to 4959

IV 899 to 1830

V 2379 to kQhJ

VI 2281 to k6k6

VII 1U29 to 2911

VIII 827 to 1686

IX 2516 to 5126

The total is forecast to lie in the range from $15 billion to more than

$32 billion. The distribution of internal rates of return setting these

gains equal to the sum total costs of separate liquid metal and gas cooled fast
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reactor research projects has a fairly low average and relatively wide stand-

ard deviation. The average of the returns, shown in the last column of

Table 25, is I3.I per cent and the standard deviation is 2.3 per cent. These

are the base dimensions of expected results from adding both the gas and

liquid metal project so as to provide three fast breeder reactor types in the

1990 's. The dimensions are greater on average -- 13.1 per cent as compared

to 9-3 per cent -- and less in standard deviation -- 2.3 per cent compared to

3.1 per cent -- than for the single and exclusive MFBR program. They show

that more is to be gained, in terms of rate of return on a dollar of research

expenditure, from the development of the LMFBR as one of three fast reactor

projects than from that project by itself.

A Consolidated Research Program for Developing Breeder Reactors

Rather than funding a number of separate attempts to build unique

reactor technologies, the Atomic Energj-- Commission could merge projects so

that there was in effect a single development program. The merged program

would develop multiple-purpose fuel rods -- those designed for high core

performance levels in a number of different coolant environments. Core per-

formance levels for the fuel rods under conditions of either liquid metal

cooling, steam cooling, or gas cooling, could be achieved by experimentation

in a large scale fast environment test facility. In the last stage, particu-

lar components for one or the other of the fast reactor types could be

developed on order. The costs of such research are forecast to be equal to

the costs of the liquid metal fast breeder reactor program along with "mar-

ginal additions" for adding on steam and gas-cooled fast core performance

experimentation and component development (as shown by the "marginal
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additions" in the suimnary tables In chapter k)

,

The merged program could be run by a single manufacturing company.

This company, particularly if it has had a wealth of experience in develop-

ing reactors, not only could integrate the work in general fuel research

with the separate steps leading to the three new technologies, but also

prevent duplication of exactly' the same experiments under the guise of

"liquid metal research" as compared to "steam research". The single enter-

prise can be conceived of as producing three types of fast reactors to prevent

duplication in research and in adoption of fast breeder plants of different

types at the same size, as well. The costs of production of steam- cooled

breeders of very small sizes are expected to be considerably lower than

those for the other reactor types, so that the only small fast reactors

offered would be based on steam- cooled technology. The cost of gas- cooled

breeders of medium scale are forecast to be lower than those of other reactor

types, so that all plants of 1,000 MW to 1,500 MW offered for commercial

adoption would be gas-cooled. The economies of scale favor the liquid metal

fast breeder at full scale; all fast reactor plants of size greater than

2500 MW would be copies of the most successful liquid metal fast breeder

demonstration design. As a consequence, there would be no competition

among fast reactor types nor --if the company carrying out the final

stages of research is one of the two experienced reactor producers -- would

there be competition between thermal and fast breeder reactors.

The research costs and gains following from carrying through this

most extreme plan for organizing research are impressive. The research

costs are forecast to be much less than the sum of the cost for three
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separate and independent fast reactor research projects; the sum total of

the IMFBR research outlays along with marginal additions for the other

two programs are forecast as $2.8 hillion when all design targets are

realized, while the sum total of costs for three separate programs are

9
$ij-.3 billion under the same conditions. The gains from adoption of one

or the other of the three "exclusive-size" reactors are substantial, but

they are also less than the gains under competition because profit margins --

prices minus marginal costs — are higher for only two firms rather than

five. Based on marginal costs for three types of reactors at three separate

sizes ranging from $16 per thermal kilowatt at I56 MW (for an SCBR) to

$29 per thermal kilowatt at 2500 MW (for the LMFBR of that size only),

prices, even under extreme Cournot conditions for only two sources of

supply, are forecast to range from $23 per thermal kilowatt for the small

reactor to $J^3 for the largest reactor. They are two to six dollars higher

than when there are five independent sources of reactor capiacity, and

average $35 rather than $29 per thermal kilowatt. The gains forecast

for buyers of generating stations in the nine Power Regions over the period

1985-200^+ are as follows:

Power Region Buyers ' Gains, 1985-200^

(millions of dollars)

I 995 to 1572

IT 3710 to 5857

III 3950 to 6lk&

IV lh5J to 2306

V •

3860 to 6107

VT 3710 to 5851

VII 2319 to 3666

VIII l3i+0 to 2123

IX 3978 to 6k60

^ ilhe first forecast is the sum of the figures in parentheses in the Chapter k

Summary Tables while the second is the sum of the figures for the separate

programs not shown in parentheses.
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These gains are large for a single project --as indicated particularly

by the second number on each line. The occurrence of lower nuclear fuel

costs, as a result of bred fuel from high -productive gas cooled reactors

being used in the low-productive steam reactors, reduces marginal produc-

tion costs and prices, so that the "high"' gains total more than $40 bil-

lion. The distribution of buyers' gains between these low and high

values, when measured against all probable levels of costs of research

in the consolidated program, result in internal rates of return higher than

those shown above for an exclusive liquid metal fast breeder project but

lower than for other projects.

I^ble 26: Forecast Rates of Return on a Single Research

Program to Develop Three Fast Reactors

Probability of r r* internal rate of return r*

.01 8.4

.10 9.0

.20 9-3

.35 ' 9.8

.50 10.6

.65 11. i+

.80 11.9

.90 12.2

.99 12.7

source: as in I&bles 2k and 25
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The range of internal rates of return is shown in Table 26. All of

these rates of return exceed those from the base or exclusive I24FBR

program, but fall short of the marginal rates of return for an independent

steam- cooled breeder program and even for a second independent liquid

metal or gas cooled reactor program. The variation of rates of return also

falls short of the experience in the separate, independent programs because

of the relatively smaller gains made in reducing prices when there are "low"

marginal costs -- relatively smaller because the size of the price industries

associated with one reactor manufacturer are relatively smaller to start

with. That is, the range of probable rates of return has a relatively low

average and low variation because of the higher price- cost margin that

follows from a single fast reactor manufacturer.

The policy to foster research "in series" without creating any new

suppliers of reactors is extreme. As an example case, examination of the

policy indicates that buyers ' gains are less from moving in this direction

than from adding to competition among reactor types. Gains accrue in

research cost savings from a highly integrated reactor research program, and

from producing specific types of new breeder reactors only for particular

sizes of plants. But greater gains accrue from the opposite policy -- from

separate programs with higher research costs which result in independent

producers of distinct types of breeders — because the reductions expected to

take place in margins between reactor prices and costs resxilt in lower

prices even with higher research costs.

Decisions for the Next Decade Given the Expected Gains from Research

The Atomic Energy Commission has assigned the highest priority to

"finding and executing the research and development program required for
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mastering the technically difficult and challenging sodium- cooled fast

breeder reactor concept in a timely manner." The application of economic

strategy suggests a reappraisal of this priority and a considerable

extension of the program beyond its scope.

The economics stress both cost and gains from developing new

reactors. The costs of research of the liquid metal program are somewhat

greater under most conditions than those expected for the steam- cooled

breeder program, and roughly comparable to those frcsn a gas fast breeder

program scaled up to promise comparable results. If costs are dominant,

so that any single program is limited to the expenditure level forecast for

the IMFBR, then the liquid metal project offers the smallest forecast gains

from these expenditures. The range of probable rates of return from

spending the required amount for a single steam- cooled project is much

higher than for the liquid metal project. Development of wholly new

gas-cooled fast breeder reactors also promises more than the liquid metal

project -- when promise is measured in terms of rates of return implicit

in the gains of buyers of electricity generating equipment.

Where the costs are not all-determining, but rather rates of return

per dollar of research expenditure can be compared, then taking on more

than a single reactor project has strongly positive economic effects. The

economic strategy not only requires priority to steam- cooled breeder research,

so as to develop an appropriate size distribution of fast breeder plants,

but also doing the two other projects "in parallel" so as to add competitors.

The frequency distribution of rates of return forecast for the gas-

cooled fast breeder as a second, independent fast reactor project

Milton Shaw, "Fast Breeder Reactor Programs in the United States", op.cit. ,

p. 1.
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has strong advantages over that for the liquid metal fast breeder reactor

as a single exclusive project. The distribution of rates of return on a

liquid metal development program as a second, competitive program is better

than that from the same technology as a single, exclusive program. If a

case can be made for one program and for the I24FBR as that program, then two

independent programs present a better case. Three independent programs also

present a better case. The two gas and liquid metal programs in parallel

following after a steam cooled program offer a higher average and lower vari-

ance in forecast rates of return than the single, exclusive liquid metal fast

reactor project. More "competitors" from additional reactor projects reduce

prices so as to add more to buyers ' gains than the additional costs of

research in taking on another project or two. Most important, it is not the

number of projects but the number of competitors that is most critical. The

gains for buyers of generating equipment from independent reactor manufacturers

is greater than from a large scale single manufacturer offering types of fast

breeders in appropriate sizes even though there are cost savings in research

and in production of fast breeder reactors in the single consolidated research

program. Lower costs are more than lost in higher profit margins for the

single manufacturer, as shown by the lower distribution of rates of return

in Table 26.

Economic strategy calls for favoring research on a much larger scale

than is now being carried on. Programs should be underway to develop liquid

metal fast breeder reactors of large size, gas fast breeders of large and

medium size, and steam-cooled fast breeder reactors designed for small plants.

Strategy points to funding large scale research and experimentation facilities
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to carry out the work on the three reactor types separately, since competi-

tive development projects would appear to promise more for the buyers of

equipment in the long run. The three reactors, offered for overlapping

size classes of plants, promise marginal rates of return up to three times

that of the sodium- cooled project now assigned "the highest priority".

For these gains to be realized, it is time to expand the size, the number

of reactor types, and the number of firms in the reactor research program.

There should be a return to the policies of project selection set in the

thermal reactor development program --to historically proven patterns of

selection -- for economic reasons.
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